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THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT!
– turn to back page!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*Remember the dialectic trick for winning an argument against the designated enemy – don’t give them
NATURAL JUSTICE/right-of-reply, as happened to US President Donald Trump with Bob Woodward; then
think of German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s succinct comment, published only in 2014:
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time, according to the
principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost violence.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Opinion - Sept. 5, 2018

I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration
I work for the president but like-minded colleagues and I have vowed to
thwart parts of his agenda and his worst inclinations.
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The Times is taking the rare step of publishing an
anonymous Op-Ed essay. We have done so at the request
of the author, a senior official in the Trump
administration whose identity is known to us and whose
job would be jeopardized by its disclosure. We believe
publishing this essay anonymously is the only way to
deliver an important perspective to our readers. We invite
you to submit a question about the essay or our vetting
process here.

President Trump is facing a test to his presidency
unlike any faced by a modern American leader.
It’s not just that the special counsel looms large. Or
that the country is bitterly divided over Mr. Trump’s
leadership. Or even that his party might well lose
the House to an opposition hellbent on his downfall.
The dilemma — which he does not fully grasp — is
that many of the senior officials in his own
administration are working diligently from within to
frustrate parts of his agenda and his worst
inclinations.
I would know. I am one of them.
To be clear, ours is not the popular “resistance” of
the left. We want the administration to succeed and
think that many of its policies have already made
America safer and more prosperous.
But we believe our first duty is to this country, and
the president continues to act in a manner that is
detrimental to the health of our republic.
That is why many Trump appointees have vowed to
do what we can to preserve our democratic
institutions while thwarting Mr. Trump’s more
misguided impulses until he is out of office.
The root of the problem is the president’s
amorality. Anyone who works with him knows he is
not moored to any discernible first principles that
guide his decision making.
Although he was elected as a Republican, the
president shows little affinity for ideals long
espoused by conservatives: free minds, free
markets and free people. At best, he has invoked
these ideals in scripted settings. At worst, he has
attacked them outright.
In addition to his mass-marketing of the notion
that the press is the “enemy of the people,”
President Trump’s impulses are generally anti-trade
and anti-democratic.
Don’t get me wrong. There are bright spots that
the near-ceaseless negative coverage of the
administration
fails
to
capture:
effective
deregulation, historic tax reform, a more robust
military and more.
But these successes have come despite — not
because of — the president’s leadership style,
which is impetuous, adversarial, petty and
ineffective.
From the White House to executive branch
departments and agencies, senior officials will
privately admit their daily disbelief at the
commander in chief’s comments and actions. Most
are working to insulate their operations from his
whims.

Meetings with him veer off topic and off the rails,
he engages in repetitive rants, and his
impulsiveness results in half-baked, ill-informed
and occasionally reckless decisions that have to be
walked back.
“There is literally no telling whether he might
change his mind from one minute to the next,” a
top official complained to me recently, exasperated
by an Oval Office meeting at which the president
flip-flopped on a major policy decision he’d made
only a week earlier.
The erratic behavior would be more concerning if it
weren’t for unsung heroes in and around the White
House. Some of his aides have been cast as villains
by the media. But in private, they have gone to
great lengths to keep bad decisions contained to
the West Wing, though they are clearly not always
successful.
It may be cold comfort in this chaotic era, but
Americans should know that there are adults in the
room. We fully recognize what is happening. And
we are trying to do what’s right even when Donald
Trump won’t.
The result is a two-track presidency.
Take foreign policy: In public and in private,
President Trump shows a preference for autocrats
and dictators, such as President Vladimir Putin of
Russia and North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, and
displays little genuine appreciation for the ties that
bind us to allied, like-minded nations.
Astute observers have noted, though, that the rest
of the administration is operating on another track,
one where countries like Russia are called out for
meddling and punished accordingly, and where
allies around the world are engaged as peers rather
than ridiculed as rivals.
On Russia, for instance, the president was reluctant
to expel so many of Mr. Putin’s spies as
punishment for the poisoning of a former Russian
spy in Britain. He complained for weeks about
senior staff members letting him get boxed into
further confrontation with Russia, and he expressed
frustration that the United States continued to
impose sanctions on the country for its malign
behavior. But his national security team knew
better — such actions had to be taken, to hold
Moscow accountable.
This isn’t the work of the so-called deep state. It’s
the work of the steady state.
Given the instability many witnessed, there were
early whispers within the cabinet of invoking the
25th Amendment, which would start a complex
process for removing the president. But no one
wanted to precipitate a constitutional crisis. So we
will do what we can to steer the administration in
the right direction until — one way or another —
it’s over.
The bigger concern is not what Mr. Trump has done
to the presidency but rather what we as a nation
have allowed him to do to us. We have sunk low
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with him and allowed our discourse to be stripped
of civility.
Senator John McCain put it best in his farewell
letter. All Americans should heed his words and
break free of the tribalism trap, with the high aim
of uniting through our shared values and love of
this great nation.
We may no longer have Senator McCain. But we
will always have his example — a lodestar for
restoring honor to public life and our national
dialogue. Mr. Trump may fear such honorable men,
but we should revere them.
There is a quiet resistance within the administration
of people choosing to put country first. But the real
difference will be made by everyday citizens rising
above politics, reaching across the aisle and
resolving to shed the labels in favor of a single one:
Americans.
***
The writer is a senior official in the Trump administration.
Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook
and Twitter (@NYTopinion).
Listen to “The Daily” - The story behind the unsigned OpEd. *The Anonymous Senior Administration Official
Sept. 6, 2018
Reactions to this op-ed
*Trump Lashes Out After Reports of ‘Quiet Resistance’ by
StaffSept. 5, 2018
*Anonymous Op-Ed in New York Times Causes a Stir
Online and in the White House
Sept. 5, 2018
*It Wasn’t Me: Pence, Pompeo, Mattis and Mnuchin Deny
Writing Anonymous Op-Ed
Sept. 6, 2018
*‘Anonymous’ vs. Trump: Resistance From Within
Sept. 6, 2018
*https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/05/opinion/trump
-white-house-anonymous-resistance.html

***

A New York Times Op-Ed Sparks a Crisis

to shut down Robert Mueller’s investigation? The author
of the Times op-ed has explicitly told the president that
those who offer such advice do not have the president’s
best interests at heart and are, in fact, actively
subverting his best interests as he understands them on
behalf of ideas of their own.
He’ll grow more defiant, more reckless, more anticonstitutional, and more dangerous.
And those who do not quit or are not fired in the next
few days will have to work even more assiduously to
prove themselves loyal, obedient, and on the team.
Things will be worse after this article. They will be worse
because of this article.
The new Bob Woodward book set the bad precedent. The
high official who thought the president so addled that he
would not remember the paper he snatched off his desk?
Those who thought the president stupid, ignorant,
beholden to Russia—and then exited the administration
to return to their comfortable, lucrative occupations?
Who substituted deep-background gripe sessions with a
reporter for offering detailed proof of presidential
unfitness, or worse, before the House or Senate? Yes,
better than the robotic servility of the public record. But
only slightly.
What would be better? Speak in your own name. Resign
in a way that will count. Present the evidence that will
justify an invocation of the Twenty-Fifth Amendment, or
an impeachment, or at the very least, the first necessary
step toward either outcome, a Democratic Congress after
the November elections.
Your service in government is valuable. Thank you for it.
But it is not so indispensable that it can compensate for
the continuing tenure of a president you believe to be
amoral, untruthful, irrational, antidemocratic, unpatriotic,
and dangerous. Previous generations of Americans have
sacrificed fortunes, health, and lives to serve the
country. You are asked only to tell the truth aloud and
with your name attached.
We want to hear what you think about this article.
Submit
a
letter
to
the
editor
or
write
to
letters@theatlantic.com.
*The most extraordinary quotes from Bob Woodward’s
book
David Frum is a staff writer at The Atlantic and the author
of Trumpocracy: The Corruption of the American Republic.
In 2001 and 2002, he was a speechwriter for President
George W. Bush.

David Frum. Sep 5, 2018
But what the author has just done is throw the
government of the United States into even more
*https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/09/t
dangerous turmoil. He or she has enflamed the paranoia
his-is-a-constitutional-crisis/569443/
of the president and empowered the president’s
* Trump-Woodward
willfulness.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=5&v=
What happens the next time a staffer seeks to dissuade
DY85Pw-eadM
the president from, say, purging the Justice Department
______________________________________________________________________________

Oh, horror – Oh, horror - a VW with swastika wheel rims

____________________________________________________________________________
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History

The Hoax of the Twentieth Century
By Jonas E. Alexis, Veterans Today, 14 July 2018
Monika Schaefer: “The six-million lie is pernicious because it is the foundational lie for the rogue state of
Israel, and it is also the foundational lie for how the occupied state of Germany is currently structured."

My dear friend Dr Fredrick Töben, who himself has
been banished from the Holocaust establishment,
told me that the only freedom you have in some
countries in the West is that that you are permitted
to go shopping.

Töben, a man of intellectual principle, always
clashes with the Powers That Be. Over the past few
years or so, they have done just about anything to
shut him up and seal his pen. They imprisoned him
for one year (seven months in Germany, two
months in the UK and three months in Australia) on
trumped-up charges; they called him a vicious antiSemite and a hater when in fact he just simply
uses his mind to think. His was trained in
philosophy, a rigorous intellectual enterprise which
requires a person to ask metaphysical questions
and challenge prevailing visions.
But Töben can no longer ask deeper questions
particularly with respect to Nazi Germany and
World War II because the Powers That Be have
already placed thought police around Germany to
shut him up.
So you want to ask for historically reliable evidence
with respect to Nazi Germany and World War II?
Well, your destination is a padded cell in Europe,
particularly Germany. As Töben put it in the London
Telegraph:

“If you wish to begin to doubt the Holocaust-Shoah
narrative, you must be prepared for personal
sacrifice, must be prepared for marriage and family
break-up, loss of career, and go to prison.
“This is because Revisionists are, among other
things, dismantling a massive multi-billion dollar
industry that the Holocaust-Shoah enforcers are
defending, as well as the survival of Zionist-racist
Israel.”[1]
Töben is right on target here. Monika Schaefer has
been the latest victim of the Holocaust
establishment. She is being put on trial in Germany
because, well, she questions key aspects of the
Holocaust narrative. Both Monika and her brother
Alfred, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation itself
tells us, “are under suspicion, that they published
video clips, in which they denied the genocide of
Jews in the Holocaust during World War II.”[2]
Both Monika and Alfred are also being trialed for
“incitement to hatred.”[3] What does that mean?
Again, if you questions that extraordinary claims
during World War II demand extraordinary
evidence, then you will be trialed for “incitement to
hatred.”
What if you say that the Armenian genocide never
happened, as the state of Israel and Jewish
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academics like the late Bernard Lewis have
relentlessly and unscrupulously stated?[4]
Nah. That’s all right. For people like Lewis and
others, questioning the Armenian genocide is
academic freedom. But asking for serious evidence
about Nazi Germany and World War II is
“incitement to hatred.”
What was Monika’s actual crime? She declared in
2016 that the Holocaust is “biggest and most
pernicious and persistent lie in all of history.”
You could say that she is wrong, but to put her in
prison obviously means that you ought to place
anyone who challenges key aspects of any
narrative behind bars as well. Since the Holocaust
establishment is not prepared to do that, then it is
quite safe to say that the entire system, as Norman
Finkelstein puts it, is a racket. The Holocaust
industry exists, says Finkelstein, so that it can
continue to bankrupt Germany.[5] Interestingly
enough, The Associated Press has recently reported
that “Germany agrees to $88 million more for
Holocaust survivors.”
During my interview with Monika in 2016, she said:
“The six-million lie is pernicious because it is the
foundational lie for the rogue state of Israel, and it is also
the foundational lie for how the occupied state of
Germany is currently structured.
“Because of the myth of the holocaust, Israel can do
anything. The lies continue, in the form of false-flag
terror attacks, and these give justification to the
fraudulent War on Terror. The Islamic world and the
Christian world are being set up to fight each other, the
beneficiary being Israel….
“I never said No Jews Died. Many Jews died in the camps.
And yes they were in the camps against their will. Most of
the deaths occurred in the last months of the war.
Disease and starvation took their toll, as Germany was
being bombed by Allied Forces and food was not reaching
the typhus-infested camps. And no doubt there were also
brutalities.
“We know through Ursula Haverbeck’s research that at
least 2, if not more, SS officers were themselves executed
for brutalizing prisoners. So that means that there were
rules against abusing prisoners.”

If Monika deserves to go to jail, then we need to
start building massive facilities throughout Europe
in order to place even Israeli officials behind bars.
Ref.:
[1] Aislinn Simpson, “’Holocaust denier’ Gerald Toben arrested
at Heathrow,” Telegraph, October 1, 2008.
[2] “Canadian Holocaust denier on trial in Germany for
‘incitement to hatred,’” CBC, July 6, 2018.
[3] Ibid.
[4] I have discussed thoroughly discussed this issue in my
recent book Zionism vs. the West (Bloomington: Author House,
2018).
[5] Norman Finkelstein, The Holocaust Industry: Reflections on
the Exploitation of Jewish Suffering (New York: Verso, 2000).

Jonas E. Alexis
Jonas E. Alexis has degrees in mathematics and
philosophy. He studied education at the graduate level.
His main interests include U.S. foreign policy, history of
Israel/Palestine conflict, and the history of ideas. He is
the author of the new book Zionism vs. the West: How
Talmudic Ideology is Undermining Western Culture. He
teaches mathematics in South Korea.
***
21 COMMENTS

Mandoo July 15, 2018 at 6:50 pm
Do jews admit to Bolshevik (joo) slaughters in Ukraine?
Do they admit to falsified Nuremberg trials thanks to the
predominately jewish judiciary there? Do they deny the
FACT joos were prime participants in 911? How about
Ehrenburg’s flaming incitement of Russian slaughter of
German citizens after the war was officially over? How
about the US jew incited murders of German citizens
DURING WW2 in Germany by rogue war criminal
American generals? How about the criminal Eisenhower
and his furious hatred of Germans leading to OK’ing rape
rampages by US soldiers starting especially with the
Normandy campaign? Maybe it’s time to start
slaughtering the people responsible for those horrors?
Why don’t our puke Israeli toadies in Congress turn
against the joos and sponsor kangaroo courts followed by
death penalties?
Israel gets away with murder, why don’t we turn the
equation the other way and start to get some revenge
against these criminals? Or, it’s painfully clear they will
eat our lunches and us for dessert.
Big Ted July 15, 2018 at 6:53 am
I hope you don’t mind JohnZ if I steal that comment, it’s
brilliant.
Big Ted July 15, 2018 at 6:55 am
Sorry, I seem to have put this in the wrong place. This
was in reply to JohnZ’s reply to Trakkath’s comment of
14 July 2018 at 2:07 am.
Andrew_Bukanov(Russia) July 15, 2018 at 5:31 am
In 1919 the jewish commitee asked Lenin to give the
jews the autonomy in Crimea. There were already 50
000 of jews living. Lenin was not against this idea, but
not in Crimea.
By 1939 there were already 300 000 of jews living in
Crimea. The conflicts started with Crimean Tatars. Stalin
solved this problem quickly: he ordered to make the Jew
Autonomy at the Far East with the capital Birobidgan and
ordered jews to go there, on the opposite side of USSR
map. The jews turned out to be not so very happy from
this idea and many jumped from railway cattle wagons in
Rostov, Odessa and the other southern cities.
Later, jews tried to ask Stalin to make the autonomy (in
a better place of USSR), but he was very very against it
and considered that they must live at their historical
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place – the MEast. Thus he showed ’em, that they are
not welcomed. Now around 40 000 jews from Israel want
to move to Crimea. If they move there – i will move to
USA!
Paedo hunter July 14, 2018 at 2:36 pm
Bars of soap and lampshades made from so-called dead
jews……hilarious
joetv July 14, 2018 at 1:34 pm
When I.was.in my 20’s I did the math using 1939 as the
statring year. It didn’t make sense then and, less now.
Not long ago I read that 1942 is when the scholars
believe the “final solution” began. So, I say again it
makes less sense now. I too checked census reports
using reports compiled by Jews. It comforts the
commentor remark that there were more Jews in 1946 in
Europe than 1940 and, that is after so many left for
Israel and other places.
MileHiLife July 14, 2018 at 3:26 pm
Good points, Joe. Truth “lies” within the numbers, even
when using their fuzzy Babylonian math — which
obviously included compounding, ballooning interest
rates. Joo know what I mean?
joetv July 14, 2018 at 1:24 pm
Welcome.back. Vacation I presume. Maybe as the
nationalist parties in Germany gain momentum, and
power they will roll back the draconian hate laws and,
stop making reparation payments too.
wjabbe July 14, 2018 at 12:21 pm
“American Cancer Society: America’s wealthiest “non
profit” institution” by Samuel S. Epstein, M.D.,
International Journal of Health Services, 1999. This is a
massive sympathy scam which has been going on for
over 50 years. They have obstructed just testing of every
non toxic cancer treatment. They are a billion dollar
organization. One person dies every minute either from
cancer treatment or both, usually treatment but falsely
reported as from cancer. Over a trillion dollars has been
wasted on studying cancer but your doctor can’t even tell
you what cancer is, let alone how to cure and prevent it
in the body. This is a massive sympathy scam too, like all
these fake school schootings and like the Holocaust con.
Americans love to be fooled , fleeced and swindled out of
their hard earned money. Never donate one dime to the
American Cancer Society scam and racket.
wjabbe July 14, 2018 at 12:46 pm
*http://www.functionalps.com/blog/2011/09/10/americancancer-society-the-worlds-wealthiest-nonprofit-institution/

Here is a link to the above article. When a patient with
cancer dies while under orthodox treatment with
radiation, surgery and chemicals, they could have died
from cancer treatment or both because all orthodox
treatments can kill the patient. The only way to prove
the cause of death is by an independent autopsy by a top
laboratory which is never done. The criminals in the FDA
speculate that they died of cancer instead of treatment.
These criminals should be sitting in a jail cell for life.
Harry Haller July 14, 2018 at 10:15 am
People are waking up to the Holohoax nonsense. People
figure out the camps were used to house refugees after

the war and the chimneys were built after1959. Making
the sites Holocaust theme parks. Being rounded up into
labor camps, starved, subjected to Typhus really sucked.
Allied carpet bombing and the extermination of fleas with
Zyclon-B really happened. Gassing Jews is a fiction. Six
million Jews killed is a lie. What we know about WWII
can’t be gleened by watching movies.
highball July 14, 2018 at 8:09 am
The shakedown continues .
JohnZ July 14, 2018 at 3:29 pm
They could have taught Al Capone a thing or two.
padre July 14, 2018 at 5:13 am
It not so much about the correct number, but
exploitation of their misfortune by the Israel state!
Ludwig July 14, 2018 at 2:13 am
Funny thing…the Official Jewish Almanac lists the global
population of “Jews” in 1938 at: — 15.784 Million
After 6 million “Jews” were gassed in the Nazi Death
Camps…the global population of “Jews” in 1948,
according to the Official Jewish Almanac: — 15.753
Million.
Regarding
the
six
million
gassed
“Jews”…somebody must’ve made a mistake.
Paedo hunter July 14, 2018 at 2:35 pm
Money changers don’t make mistakes
JohnZ July 14, 2018 at 3:29 pm
Oy Vey!
Trakkath July 14, 2018 at 2:07 am
Guess how churches make money by eternal guilt of
being born.
Harry Haller July 14, 2018 at 10:05 am
You must be full of Origenal Sin; thanks, I forgot about
that one.
JohnZ July 14, 2018 at 3:27 pm
Churches make money to pay for things like mansions,
expensive foreign luxury cars and $54 million dollar
Dassault Falcon 7X jets. Enough room for the entire
female choir( under 25) to travel in. Original sin….my sin
is second hand. I can’t afford the original ones.
Andrew_Bukanov(Russia) July 15, 2018 at 5:08 am
@JohnZ – you made my day by your comment! I love it!
) ) ))
*https://www.veteranstoday.com/2018/07/14/thehoax-of-the-twentieth-century

The Rape of Germany after World War II

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=887
&v=mTkssF2HFVc

__________________________________________________
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The latest book from Jonas E Alexis
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Fredrick Töben reviews the latest book from Jonas Alexis:

Zionism vs the West:
How Talmudic Ideology is undermining Western Culture.
1. Introduction:
What a courageous and provocative title and
what an audacious perspective to adopt! That
was my immediate reaction to viewing the
front and back cover of Jonas Alexis’ latest
book, but upon further reflection I wondered
whether the title also suggests something far
deeper: Is what Alexis is writing and worrying
about not really a disguised battle between
Judaism and Christianity?
Is this thinker daring to pit Talmudic ideology
against so-called Western Culture thereby
challenging the Judeo-Christian world view,
which is currently being pushed by so-called
right-wing nationalists such as Nigel Farage
and former Donald Trump adviser, Steve
Bannon?
Both Bannon and Farage, among others, are
travelling the world espousing Judeo-Christian
Nationalism as a derived benefit of Donald
Trump’s Make America Great Again.
Nationalism vs Internationalism and the
derived universalism of Judeo-Christianity fits
nicely into the current yearnings of individuals
who, once again, after seven decades of
thrusting global Internationalism, seek an
overarching narrative wherein to find that
home within the family of nations, of mainly
European nations, of racial mono-culturalism.
I can already hear the cry of anti-this and antithat, of antisemitism, of racism, of sexism,
even of NAZISM, of the various prevailing
phobias and hatreds, of xenophobia, Holocaust
denial and even of Climate Change denial!
And so, with T S Eliot:
Let us go then you and I, when the evening is
spread against the sky like a patient etherized upon
a table – let us go, through certain half-deserted
streets … that follow like a tedious argument of
insidious intent to lead you to an overwhelming
question ...oh, do not ask, ‘What is it?’ Let us go
and make our visit.

But before I do, let me remind myself that this
volume of Jonas Alexis’ writings is preceeded
by two earlier volumes, and so this volume

thus concludes a trilogy, which begins with
Volume One and Two, as in the following per
Amazon:

>>Today many in Hollywood and the media have
declared open warfare on the family, education, and
Christianity in general. Intellectuals have labeled religion,
particularly Christianity, as mere wish fulfillment or a
virus of the mind, something to be eradicated at all
costs. In Christianity's Dangerous Idea, Jonas Alexis
picks up where he left off in his previous books and
continues to examine the ideological fallacies that have
been fabricated in order to attack Christianity--and the
people who promote those fallacies. This latest book is a
tour de force of rigorous logic and testable evidence for
the
Christian
worldview
from
history,
science,
experience, common sense, and final destiny. More
importantly, Alexis subjects the rivals of Christianity to
the same rigorous testing. Christianity's Dangerous Idea
clearly demonstrates the destructive nature of popular
atheistic
and
anti-Christian
philosophies,
spread
throughout Western culture by such famous people as
Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, David
Cronenberg, Steven Spielberg, Alan Moore, William S.
Burroughs, Philip K. Dick, Bruce Lee, Ayn Rand, Bart D.
Ehrman, Richard Dawkins, and many more. In a
scholarly yet readable fashion, Alexis shows that what
the ancient Greeks often referred to as "the cult of
Dionysus" has become mainstream in our modern age.
Christianity's Dangerous Idea: How the Christian
Principle & Spirit Offer the Best Explanation for Life
& Why Other Alternatives Fail: Volume One Hardcover – April 16, 2010

*https://www.amazon.com/Christianitys-DangerousIdea-Explanation-Alternatives/dp/1452006121/ <<
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>>Our way must be: never knowingly support lies!
Having understood where the lies begin-step back from
that gangrenous edge! Let us not glue back the flaking
scale of the Ideology, not gather back its crumbling
bones, nor patch together its decomposing garb, and we
will be amazed how swiftly and helplessly the lies will fall
away, and that which is destined to be naked will be
exposed as such to the world. -Alexander Solzhenitsyn

Enlightenment writer Voltaire was amazed that twelve
fishermen, some of them unlettered, from an obscure
place in the world called Galilee, challenged an empire
through self-denial and patience and eventually
established Christianity. He seriously thought that twelve
philosophers or intellectuals, himself included, would do
the opposite and crush Christianity. Voltaire's selfappointed cheerleaders such as Diderot, Helvitius,
d'Holbach, D'Alembert, Lametrie, and Baron Cloots,
among others, tried to do just that and wrote volumes of
work trying to tear down the basis of Christianity and
erect an edifice of their own.
Diderot in particular declared, "I would sacrifice myself,
perhaps, if I could annihilate forever the notion of God."
Cloots wrote, "We shall see the heavenly royalty
condemned by the revolutionary tribunal of victorious
Reason." Lametrie produced Man: A Machine, and an
entire French encyclopedia was written between 1751
and 1772 by those philosophers because Christianity, to
a large degree, had to go. Voltaire would send letters to
his disciples and friends saying, "écrasez l'infâme."
Rousseau, of course, was a disciple of Voltaire and
declared that Voltaire's work "inspired me."
The French Revolution failed. Yet like all significant
revolutions before and after that period, the French
Revolution indirectly had a theological root which was
then a categorical and metaphysical rejection of Logos.
That theological substratum has jumped from one era to
the next and had and still has historical, political,
economic, and spiritual ramifications. This book is about
the historical and theological struggle of that conflict,
which had its inception at the foot of the cross.
Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism: A History of Conflict
Between Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism from the Early
Church to Our Modern Time - Hardcover: Volume Two
January 8, 2013

*https://www.amazon.com/Christianity-RabbinicJudaism-History-Conflict/dp/1449781586/ <<

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. Form:
There is no letter J entry and there is also no X. I
This 472-page book is published by AuthorHouse can do without the X but I would have thought that
www.authorhouse.com in hard and soft cover and is
a rather extensive entry under J would have been
also available in a Kindle-electronic version.
helpful. Is there a perceived fear of the fearful JPreface & Acknowledgements fills ten pages, then
word?
it is straight into the subject matter.
I think not! I always recall how when I sent
13 Chapters take up 278 pages, and the footnotes–
Professor Arthur Butz one of my books for
endnotes, from p 291 to 379, offer 2182 authors’
comment, he advised me that I could not expect
names; I did not count the listing of more than one him to read my 715-page book, and so he was
book under a name. For the Preface and for each grateful that my Index had been meticulously
chapter it looked something like this: 53+ 430+ prepared – and all he would do is to see what I had
92+ 91+ 126+ 226+ 258+ 47+ 89+ 206+ 68+ written about him as referenced in the Index, which
65+ 45+ 113; that’s a total of 2182 references.
thus fulfills a short-cut function for overworked
Five Appendixes, from p 240 to 290, offer another
individuals.
276 footnotes.
My dear friend Jonas Alexis has forced me to work
The Bibliography, covering Volume Two and Three
on his book – no, I gladly let myself be forced into
spans from pages 381 to 450; the former cites 674 reading a book, which technically already fulfils all
authors and the latter 343, but by this time I was the basic fundamentals of a PhD thesis!
counting double or triple and needed a coffee
***
break!
3. Content:
The Index
at pages 451 to 455 seems Alexis claims that in the past prevailing fifty years
comprehensive but somewhat odd. Why odd? the morality concept has been removed and a slide
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into hedonism - nihilism - atheism – materialism self-destruction has accelerated to the point that
was reached and celebrated in France by the
Marquis de Sade – a move to total sexual
liberation.
Calling this period the French Enlightenment, where
any metaphysical considerations are regarded as
fictitious and delusional, Alexis brings us up to date
by quoting scientist Richard Dawkins, among
others, as an exponent of atheism, and someone
who has no time for anything metaphysical, i.e. the
world of ideas or ideologies – except for blindly and
dogmatically accepting biological determinism.
This stress on the moral-normative aspect of our
human existence by Alexis reminds me of a court
incident a decade ago during which I had the
opportunity of addressing the presiding judge for
the first and only time before being represented by
a barrister. This incident was scoffed at by an
observer because I had used a moral argument in
part of my defence statement to the court.
Unfortunately the critic failed to note that as
citizens we have moral-social and legal duties to
perform, something that 19th century German
Idealism of Kant, Hegel, Feuerbach, et al, fully
embraces. Historically, in particular during the 19th
and 20th century, this idealism attempted to nip in
the bud the developing hubris, for example, of the
Marxist-atheists; unfortunately it could not stem
the physical onslaught that decimated German
idealism during two world wars.
Hence Alexis insists that atheists, such as Dawkins
who rely solely on a logical-rational imperative,
fear the moral metaphysical dimension. After all, it
is a fundamental truism that life is more than logic!
And in Alexis’ view it is here that a moral deficiency
argument emerges, i.e. Alexis claims that we can
only be moral by virtue of God-Christian values.
In this context Alexis thus rightly points out that
those who, for example, designate Jews to be DNAevil fail to evaluate the ideological–cultural
influences that impact upon their being.
No racial entity has a monopoly on evil, though if
one views matters Holocaust, then one can be
forgiven NOT to believe that Germans actually have
a monopoly on evil, which expressed itself during
the end of World War Two, in the period now
legally designated as “the Holocaust”.
As an aside, I would add that the Bob Woodward
book on Donald Trump, Firear: Trump in the White
House, labels Trump as an “amoral man”. This is
rather strange because never once did we hear any
serious moral argument emerge during the Clinton

and Obama presidencies. Suddenly, when the
“anything goes” presidents are faced with an
opponent not under their control, the moral
imperative is used to score political points against
Donald Trump.
Claiming that Trump is not aware of moral matters
is a nonsense claim, and so he should be judged to
be either moral or immoral, or a mix thereof, but
not amoral, i.e. he does not suffers from a moral
deficiency syndrome because he knows what he is
doing!
Alexis concludes his Introduction by claiming that
Zionism has been at the forefront of spreading the
ideology of “freedom and democracy” and the
sexual liberation.
It is these concepts that have enslaved the
Americans and Europeans into voluntary slavery,
thereby
reducing
individuals
to
hedonistic
consumerism and subjecting them to resulting
nihilistic decadence, and where wars and
destruction and plunder overseas has accelerated
the national spiritual decline and death, which has
caused America’s physical infrastructure to fall
apart.
The same can be said for a large section of its
people’s mental wellbeing. As one individual
reminded me years ago, the semen has to flow and
be damned if this hurts another person. This
individual did not care about any personal
relationship break on account of trust fracturing as
a result of hedonistic behaviour.
Alexis clearly states his basic thesis thus:
Jews do not have bad DNA in their system. They are
revolutionaries in the metaphysical and categorical sense
because they wilfully reject Logos, the essence of
everything reasonable, logical, and orderly. In the first
century, the Jews rejected Christ and metaphysically
attacked him. Once reason is abandoned, Talmudic mores
and discourse take precedence. This Talmud, which is the
essence of being Jewish, is also the essence of anti-Christ
in its literal sense. – p6.

Interestingly, this very same thought is concisely
expressed
by
German
philosopher,
Martin
Heidegger, in the following sentence taken from his
Black Notebooks, published in 2014, 38 years after
his death in 1976:
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live,
already for the longest time, according to the principle of
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.

This thought is dismissed as merely proving
Heidegger was an anti-Semite, which clearly does
not come to grips with the truth-content of the
maxim; that Jewish scientists fanatically are
searching for the to-date elusive Jewish DNA is
proof of Heidegger’s acuteness in locating the
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wellspring of Jewish casuistry/sophistry. Goebbels
called it Juedische Spitzfindigkeit.
Alexis approvingly cites Goldwin Smith who would
have agreed with Heidegger’s formulation:
The bond of Judaism and the sustaining cause of Jewish
isolation has been the Talmud, a vast collection of
legalism, ceremonialism, and casuistrydestined nby its
minute observances to preserve the purity of the Jew and
keep him apart from the impure Gentile. – p18.

Again and again, and in great detail, Alexis fleshes
out such hypocrisy and addresses/exposes all these
emerging moral problems throughout his book,
which prove that persecution of Jews occurs NOT
for what they are but for what they do because
embracing subversive movements and then unleashing
them upon mankind is not compatible with reason … if
Logos gave us Michelangelo and the Sistine Chapel, da
Vinci and “The Last Supper,” and Raphael and “The
School of Athens” (a personal favourite of mine), then
anti-Logos is responsible for “piss Christ” and Caroleen
Schneemann, who produced “I saw the Vagina” and other
sexually grotesque works of so-called art. – p9-11.

I can fully relate to that immoral mindset with
which I was confronted during my many court
cases with Jews who claim the victim status
because of being a Jew and not because of their
behaviour. Even non-Jews go along with the
ugliness of it all, i.e. for example individuals are
lying about matters Holocaust and blaming the
Germans for absurdly having gassed six million
Jews in homicidal gas chambers at the end of
World War Two – without ever having to test the
truth-content of their fabrications.
And when I read the following paragraphs, I sensed
that Jonas Alexis has done his homework:
While Netanyahu is mouthing lies qnd fabrications,
Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov declared that
Iran is willing to halt its 20 percent uranium production.
Given the two options, and given the fact that Netanyahu
and the Zionist regime have a long history of lying to the
West about Iran’s nuclear program. I’ll side with Lavrov.
Moreover, what about Israel’snuclear bombs? They
already possess hundreds and can send them to any
Western country.
Netanyahu piles up more nonsense when he declares that
Nazi Germany was “was the ultimate crime against
humanity.” In other words you can forget about Stalin’s
extermination of more than twenty million, many of them
Christians. You can forget about Jewish revolutionary
activity in the twentieth century, which wiped out more
than one hundred million. You can forget about Stalin
starving over ten million peasants in less than three
years. … the American people are under siege by a Zionist
police state that allows no alternative views. Even more
recently the Atlantic declared that the US is spying on
Americans with drones … the US government, under the
auspice of the Zionist regime in Israel, has already
usurped Fourth Amendment rights. In the process, they
are trying to control much of the West. … The New York
Times, the Washington Post, and the Jerusalem Post,

among other media outlets, never mention that the
Israelis were behind the spying programs. – p30-38.

Further, Alexis sums up the the Jewish world view
as one of death, as expressed in 2010 by Rabbi
Ovadia Yosef:
Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that they have
no place in the world … They will work, they will plow,
they will reap. We will sit like an effendi and eat. That is
why gentiles were created. – p54.

The final sentence ending Chapter One further
clarifies the author’s aim:
The vast majority of the American people simply do not
know what is actually going on, and this book seeks to
expose some of those issues. – p60.

***
Grasping the Talmudic Nettle
There are, of course, individuals who focus on the
same problems and challenges that Alexis raises in
his book. Many are merely publicly defamed as
“virulent antisemites”, as is done by Professor
Deborah Lipstadt, who cannot match anyone in
argument that still has their moral and intellectual
integrity intact.
Alexis illustrates so well and in detail how Christian
fundamentalists have embraced Judeo-Christianity
with a passion, and support the racist-apartheid
state of Israel.
Of historical interest is the work of American
Elizabeth Dilling who, upon returning to the US
from a visit to the Soviet Union during the 1930s,
realized that Boshevism is a Talmudic-inspired antiChristian ideology. Her 1954 book compilation, The
Plot Against Christianity – re-issued as The Jewish
Religion: Its Influence Today, gives a detailed
account of what Jewish impulses then confronted,
and still confront the Christian worldview.
Carol Valentine’s book is available for download at
http://www.comeandhear.com/dilling/index.html

Another individual who grasped the Talmudic nettle
with full Teutonic fury is Horst Mahler and who,
because of his work, is now held in prison after his
asylum bid was was thwarted by the so-called
“right-wing” Hungarian government. Two of his
relevant 2003 letters on the subject matter can be
found at:
http://adelaideinstitute.org/Dissenters1/Mahler/Briefe.
htm

Is there anything new in this mental conflict?

Not really because Alexis shows quite clearly that
the mental Christian iberation from Talmudism
follows a physical reality check as well. Basic
projectionism plays a consistent role – the bully
who doesn’t get his way instigates an inside job,
then pretends to be the saviour. The 9:11
catastrophe is a classic example of setting the
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conflict dialectic – of filling the void left by the
abandonment of the Communist ideology with a
new enemy: the abstract global and local
“terrorist”.
The motor that drives this dialectic is, according to
Civilta Cattolica, the conquest of the world through
the Talmudists insatiable love of money and the
insatiable hatred for Christ, i.e. the oppression and
spoliation of those who extend hospitality towards
the Talmudists.

4. Conclusion
All this is heavy stuff – and it is comprehensively
annotated, illustrated and reflected upon by Jonas
Alexis.
Without going into any more detail, let me briefly
mention the chapter headings that are indicative of
what awaits a reader – and be warned, it is not
light reading as the author sweeps across the
globe, physically and mentally.
Here is what awaits you when you read Alexis’
most readable book on an important age-old and
timeless problem:
Between Athens & Jerusalem – Neoconservative &
Zionist Democracy – The Jewish Century –
Zionism’s Covert Operation Against the West – The

Young Turks Revolution & the Slaughter of
Christians – The Talmudic Licence to Destroy the
Goyim – Zionism Declares War on the West – A
Brief History of Israel’s Terrorism – A Final Fork in
the Road – Puritanism & Zionism – The Jud Spirit in
Calvin’s Exegesis – Ethnic Cleansing Cleansing in
1948 The Synagogue of Satan – The Fate of the
Jews Who Became Christians – The Psychological
Establishment & Its Priesthood – Ayn Rand’s
Objectivism & Sexual Calculus – Christian Zionism
Revisited.
_______________________________________

What awaits the American people?
Read Paul Craig Roberts’ article below -

_________________________________________________
Rick Mehta came under fire for saying
multiculturalism is a scam, denying the gender
wage gap, and dismissing the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission
The Canadian Press September 7, 2018 9:46 PM EDT

Former Acadia University professor Rick Mehta
Handout/Rick Mehta via CP
WOLFVILLE, N.S. — A Nova Scotia professor who stoked a
national debate about free speech on campus after making
controversial comments on social media and in the classroom
has been fired.
Acadia University confirmed Friday that Rick Mehta has been
dismissed, several months after the Wolfville, N.S., school
launched a formal investigation into complaints against the
psychology professor.
University spokesman Scott Roberts said he is unable to
comment or “provide any elaboration” on the dismissal as it is a
confidential personnel matter.
He also was unable to provide details of the findings of the
investigation overseen by Dalhousie University professor
emeritus Wayne MacKay, noting that it’s a “privileged
document.”

The Acadia University Faculty Association said in a statement
Friday it was informed of the firing on Aug. 31, and has since
filed for arbitration.
“The termination of a tenured professor is very serious, and (the
faculty association) has filed for arbitration while its senior
grievance officer and legal counsel examine the administration’s
disciplinary procedures and evidence,” the statement said.
Mehta could not immediately be reached for comment on Friday.
However, he retweeted a blog article that discussed his firing.
Last month, he said in an email that the only way he could have
a copy of the investigation report by MacKay was by signing an
agreement, which he called a “gag order.”
Mehta was outspoken both on campus and online about a range
of contentious issues including decolonization, immigration and
gender politics, garnering both supporters and opposition.
He came under fire for saying multiculturalism is a scam,
denying the wage gap between men and women, and dismissing
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission as a vehicle for
“endless apologies and compensation.”
On Twitter, he retweeted a post that said it is “statistically
impossible for all Native children to have had a negative
experience with residential schools.”
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission found that more than
150,000 First Nations, Metis, and Inuit children were taken from
their families – often by force – to attend government schools.
The commission heard testimony from roughly 7,000 survivors,
including graphic details of rampant sexual and physical abuse
at the schools, and found at least 6,000 Indigenous children
died from malnutrition, disease and widespread abuse.
While his defenders called his voice an antidote to political
correctness run amok, his critics said his polarizing comments
attacked marginalized people and perpetuated harmful
stereotypes.
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In a Feb. 26 letter, Mehta’s designated department head, Rob
Raeside, detailed some of the complaints against him, indicating
that the level of anxiety in the class was high and some students
had stopped attending.
Raeside said students have accused Mehta of spending
excessive class time on non-class related matters, using nonacademic sources for lecture content, testing on content not
dealt with in class or in assigned readings and making
provocative comments in class.
The acrimonious debate has spurred a Halifax-based activist to
launch a petition demanding his removal from the small-town
Nova Scotia university, while a counter-petition called for him to
stay in the classroom as a beacon of freedom of expression.
In March, the Canadian Association of University Teachers
appointed a committee to review how Acadia handled grievances
against Mehta to determine whether his academic freedom had
been breached or threatened.
“Professor Mehta’s case raises important questions about the
scope of academic freedom in teaching and the exercise of
extramural speech by professors,” David Robinson, executive
director of the association, said in a statement at the time.
“These issues are of broad significance to all academics in
Canada.”
*Also: Nova Scotia university’s probe of controversial
professor intensifies free-speech debate
*https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/controversialnova-scotia-professor-fired-after-fire-storm-overcomments

Stevan Utah believes officials didn’t take him seriously because
he was a white asylum claimant from a developed nation. He is
now suing for more than $2.5M.
*Man who fled biker gang to become Australia's first
known refugee sues Canadian officials after winning
asylum

Netanyahu issues veiled threat of nuclear attack
against its “many enemies”

Israeli air strike on Gaza City, August 8, 2014. Credit:
AFP. More photos here.

Netanyahu used a visit to an Israeli atomic
reactor to warn Iran and others that Israel has the
means to destroy them. “Our enemies know very
well what Israel is capable of doing.” He said that
the weak are slaughtered and erased from history…
By Alison Weir
Speaking at Israel’s main nuclear weapons facility on August 29,
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu announced: “Our
enemies know very well what Israel is capable of doing. They
are familiar with our policy. Whoever tries to hurt us – we hurt
them.”
Reuters reports that Netanyahu “used a visit to a secretive
Israeli atomic reactor on Wednesday to warn the country’s
enemies that it has the means to destroy them, in what
appeared to be a veiled reference to its assumed nuclear
arsenal.”
Israel is the only nuclear power in the Middle East.
The country is reported to have between 100 and 400 nuclear
weapons. While Israel has never officially admitted this fact,
Israeli leaders periodically threaten their use. In 1973, when
Israel was losing what it calls the “Yom Kippur War,” Defense
Minister Moshe Dayan came close to using nuclear weapons,
until U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger engineered a
massive airlift of U.S. weaponry to Israel, the largest airlift in
U.S. history.
During Wednesday’s speech at Israel’s notorious Dimona nuclear
facility, Netanyahu said: “I am not spouting slogans. I am
describing a persistent, clear and determined policy. This is our
policy. It is backed by appropriate deployment, equipment,
preparedness and – in the hour of need – appropriate orders.”
“In the Middle East, and in many parts of the world,” Netanyahu
said, “there is a simple truth: There is no place for the weak.
The weak crumble, are slaughtered and are erased from history
while the strong, for good or for ill, survive.” The way to
“peace,” he said, was for Israel to be strong.

Netanyahu: “Our enemies know very well what Israel is
capable of doing.” Photo is of Gaza destruction, August
2014, from Israel’s”Protective Edge” invasion.
While Netanyahu said Israel has “many enemies,” the speech
particularly focused on Iran. Netanyahu said that Israel is
“working against Iran establishing a permanent military
presence in Syria.”
“We will not relent in pursuit of this goal,” Netanyahu said, ” just
as we did not relent in bringing about the cancellation of the bad
nuclear agreement with Iran, a goal which was seen as
impossible when I put it on the international agenda for the first
time several years ago.”

********
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On May 8th, President Trump pulled out of the Iran agreement,
a move promoted by Israel partisans in and out of his
administration.
Unlike Israel, Iran has no nuclear weapons. And, despite oftrepeated claims by Netanyahu, U.S.politicians, and many in the
American media, U.S. intelligence agencies and others have
concluded that Iran is not working to acquire them. Iran, unlike
Israel, is a signatory to the nonproliferation agreement.
Aid to nuclear armed Israel illegal under U.S. law
The 1976 Symington and Glenn Amendments to the Foreign
Assistance Act prohibit U.S. aid from being given to countries
that have not signed the nuclear nonproliferation agreement.
Senator Stuart Symington, who had earlier been Secretary of
the Air Force, explained: “In effect, this amendment says to
other nations, if you wish to take the dangerous and costly steps
necessary to achieve a nuclear weapons option, you cannot
expect the United States to help underwrite that effort indirectly
or directly.”
U.S. governmental agencies had long suspected Israel of having
a nuclear program, despite Israel’s lying about it to the U.S. In
1961 an infuriated U.S. Senator exploded at a secret session of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee:
“I think the Israelis have just lied to us like horse thieves on this
thing. They have completely distorted, misrepresented and
falsified the facts in the past. I think it is very serious, for things
that we have done for them to have them perform in this
manner in connection with this very definite production reactor
facility [meaning it was specifically designed to produce
plutonium] which they have been secretly building, and which
they have consistently, and with a completely straight face,
denied to us they were building.”
Public evidence of Israeli weapons finally became available in
1986 when the London Times published information from Israeli
whistleblower Mordechai Vanunu. (Vanunu was kidnapped by
Israel and imprisoned for 18 years, 12 of them in solitary
detention.”)

The following year a Pentagon report also documented
the Israeli nuclear weapons program.
Despite that fact, U.S. aid to Israel has continued. According to
the think tank Research: MIddle East Policy, Israel has so far
received approximately $234 billion in illegal aid.
A package to give Israel $38 billion over the next ten years is
currently before Congress, the largest such aid package in U.S.
history. So far, U.S. media have failed to tell Americans about
the legislation.
Aid to Israel is also illegal under the Leahy Laws, which prohibit
U.S. aid to countries guilty of human rights violations.

Center on August 29, 2018. It is widely believed to be
producing nuclear weapons material.
Alison Weir is executive director of If Americans Knew,
president of the Council for the National Interest, and
author of Against Our Better Judgment: The Hidden
History of How the U.S. Was Used to Create Israel
* contact@ifamericansknew.org August 31, 2018 aid to
Israel, Glenn Amendment, Iran agreement, leahy law,
Netanyahu,
nonproliferation
agreement,
nuclear
weapons, Symington Amendment, Yom Kippur War
*https://israelpalestinenews.org/netanyahu-issuesveiled-threat-of-nuclear-attack-against-its-manyenemies/

********
Jewish woman found stabbed to death in Germany
By Toby Axelrod, May 13, 2018 7:42am
BERLIN (JTA) — A Jewish woman due to testify in court next
month was found stabbed to death in a Frankfurt park.
The body of a woman identified as Irina A., age 29, was
discovered on May 9. The woman allegedly had been involved in
inventing a “sex-mob” story of mass rape and abuse by
“foreigners” on New Year’s Eve 2017 in Frankfurt. Police found
no evidence of such an incident, and Irina A. was reportedly not
even in the city at the time.
On Friday, police arrested a suspect in her brutal murder. The
suspect, identified only as Jan M., is a 50-year-old restaurateur
who was charged along with Irina A. for the false crime report.
A man walking his dog in Nidda Park at 6:30 a.m. on
Wednesday discovered the Irina A.’s blood-smeared body. An
autopsy confirmed that her death was a murder. Her jewelry
and purse were missing. The attack reportedly left her face
unrecognizable. Her white Mercedes was later found parked
nearby.
News reports identified Irina A., who ran a real estate and
jewelry business, as a member of Frankfurt’s Jewish community.
Photographs show her wearing a silver Star of David pendant. A
Facebook profile that apparently was hers has been changed to
a “memorialized account.” Jan M. is among her many friends.
Using cell phone records, police reportedly have placed him
close to the crime scene. Traces of his blood were allegedly
found there as well.
Both have been described as active in club scenes.
More than a year ago, on Feb. 6, 2017, Jan M. and Irina A. were
interviewed in Germany’s most-read tabloid, Bild, about their
claim of a “sex-mob” attack in Frankfurt. Jan M. said that when
he approached Fressgas street in downtown Frankfurt “the
whole place was crowded with a group of about 50 Arabs… The
women were asking me to help them because they were being
groped.” Irina A. added that “they grabbed me under my dress,
between my legs, on my breasts, everywhere.”
The report was sensational but quickly debunked. The Bild’s
editor apologized for the false news story and false accusations
resulting from it.
In November 2017, Irina A. and Jan M. were charged with false
reporting of a crime. The trial was to have started in June.
Police have called on the public to come forward with any
information that will help the investigation.
*
Toby Axelrod is JTA's correspondent for Germany,
Switzerland and Austria. A former assistant director of
the American Jewish Committee's Berlin office, she has
also worked as staff writer and editor at the New York
Jewish Week. She has won numerous awards from the
New York Press Association and the American Jewish
Press Association. She has published books on Holocaust
history for teen-agers.
*https://www.jta.org/2018/05/13/newsopinion/jewish
-woman-found-stabbed-death-frankfurt-park

Israeli nuclear facility. Originally named Dimona, it was
renamed the Shimon Peres Negev Nuclear Research
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Ernst Zündel: Interview mit Thies Christophersen über die
Auschwitz-Lüge_1992
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkLnKsNKW8Y

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bW5B_1OafO0

>>>From the Archive – FOR THE RECORD<<<
This is free speech on steroids
By Simon Rice , The Drum, Posted 27 Mar 2014, 3:16pm
As it is currently drafted, Brandis's proposal prohibits a
very narrow range of conduct, and allows a
breathtakingly wide range of exceptions. Read the
prohibition together with the exception, and almost
anything goes. This would be the closest we've come to
unconstrained racist speech in 20 years - since before
the current law was enacted.
Our current federal racial vilification law prohibits
conduct (such as speech) that is done because of a
person's race and that causes them harm: offence,
insult, humiliation and intimidation. The proposed new
law drops most of that and, instead, prohibits conduct
Photo: Fredrick Toben argued on his website that
that is likely to "incite hatred" or "intimidate".
there was serious doubt that the Holocaust
The effect of this is that the proposed law does not
prohibit race-based conduct that incites, for example,
occurred. (ABC News)
serious contempt or severe ridicule of a person, or
Holocaust denier Fredrick Toben would never have
revulsion towards them. Nor does it prohibit race-based
breached federal racial vilification law under the Federal
conduct that causes offence, insult or humiliation.
Government's proposed changes - that's how weak they
A spectator who shouts racist abuse from the crowd at a
are, writes Simon Rice.
sportsperson on the field may offend, insult, or humiliate
Senator George Brandis cannot be serious about his
the sportsperson, and others may adopt the spectator's
proposed racial vilification law. Despite reports that the
race-based contempt or ridicule. But because the
draft exposure bill is already watered down, I suspect it
conduct is unlikely to intimidate or to incite others to
is a tactic; it is still so extreme that when it is wound
'hate' the sportsperson, it is within Brandis's idea of 'free
back further, opponents will embrace the concessions as
speech'.
a victory, even though what remains will be a significant
Similarly, a train passenger who shouts racist abuse at a
loss of protection against racist speech.
person may not be intimidating the person, and may not
So we have to look at the proposed racial vilification law
be likely to incite others to 'hate'. Their conduct will
in two stages: what it means as it is drafted, and what
probably offend, insult or humiliate the person, and could
the underlying intention is.
encourage others to adopt similar views of race-based
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contempt or ridicule, but that would be within Brandis's
idea of 'free speech'.
However the actual cases play out in particular
circumstances, the public policy message of the proposed
law is that negative - seriously negative - race-based
speech is usually OK.
That describes the narrowness of the prohibition. Wait
until you see the breadth of the exception.
Our current federal racial vilification law (and state and
territory racial vilification laws) have a wide exception
that allows prohibited conduct if it is done reasonably
and in good faith, in artistic work, public discussion, and
reporting on and commenting on matters of public
interest. The proposed new law allows prohibited conduct
simply if it is done in the course of public discussion.
(Oddly, it doesn't make an exception for artistic work, so
artists, actors, and some authors would be less free to
express themselves than would columnists and
bloggers).
The proposed exception is not limited. It allows racebased conduct in public discussion (by, for example,
columnists, bloggers and public officials) that is
unreasonable, in bad faith, dishonest, inaccurate or
irrational, even if it could intimidate or incite hatred. In
public discussion, absolutely nothing is prohibited by the
proposed law.
Fredrick Toben breached the current racial vilification law
by saying on his website that there is serious doubt that
the Holocaust occurred, that it is unlikely that there were
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, that Jews who
are offended by and challenge Holocaust denial are
of limited intelligence,[sic – this is a formulation that
then presiding judge, Catherine Branson, slipped into the
judgment, thereby reflecting upon her own corrupt moral
and intellectual value system-FT] and that some Jews,
for improper purposes, including financial gain, have
exaggerated the number of Jews killed during World War
II and the circumstances in which they were killed.
There is no doubt that Toben was expressing his views in
the course of participating in public discussion of a

political, social, cultural and religious matter. That is
conduct within the proposed exception. That is conduct
that Brandis would allow. (Even withstanding his denials
that this is the case.)
This is free speech on steroids. This is why I suspect that
the draft released by Senator Brandis (which he says he
personally drafted) is a stalking horse.
As it is drafted, the proposed law is a mutant version of
the existing state and territory racial vilification laws,
which do prohibit incitement rather than the causing of
harm, but which also place limits on the exceptions. If
the extreme nature of the proposed reforms was wound
back to this approach, the reforms would be defensible,
although it still raises the question, why change the law
at all?
The Herald Sun/Andrew Bolt case may have been the
catalyst for these changes, but Bolt is only one of many
people whose conduct overstepped the bounds set by the
racial vilification laws; the difference between him and
the others is that he is the only one to have successfully
turned his case into a campaign for 'free speech'.
Of all the racial vilification cases, Bolt's is the only one to
make it onto the policy platform of a political party. And
Bolt's is the only case that Brandis cited when asked why
his proposal is necessary.
So if we look past the current drafting, to whatever form
a new racial vilification law will finally take, the
underlying intention may be simply to allow speech about
race, regardless of all but the most extreme adverse
consequences. This is certainly consistent with Brandis's
support for people's "right to be bigots".
But I may be wrong, and Brandis's intention may really
be to allow completely unrestrained race-based
comments in public discussion, and racial abuse in public
places. We probably have to take him at his word: that
is, the proposal that he himself has drafted.
Simon Rice is Professor of Law and director of Law
Reform and Social Justice at the Australian
National University. View his full profile here.

Comments
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 4:02:00pm
Out of interest which countries have laws against "Causing
offence" other than Australia? Many things cause me offence
each day including those from already privileged backgrounds
who get further benefits simply because they have some
miniscule aboriginal ancestry. When will my sensibilities be
protected?
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 4:26:05pm
John Coochey, You've just asserted a factually incorrect piece of
propaganda that "those from already-privileged backgrounds get
further benefits simply because they have some miniscule (sic)
aboriginal ancestry".
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 4:53:08pm
I used to work with apprentice Chefs. One got a lot more
Government help than his colleagues because he had a bit of
Aboriginal blood. I didn't even know until he told me. He didn't
need the extra help, in fact his family were better off than some
of his co-workers. It was 15 years ago, maybe things have
changed.
Sure, that's only one example. But if the assistance isn't purely
needs based, then why do we have those boxes on forms saying
'Are you of ATSIC descent'?.
Dave: 27 Mar 2014 5:25:40pm
That question is on the forms used at my workplace.
Reason being we're involved with providing services to aged
people. Minimum client age is 65. Except for ATSIC clients,
where it is generally 50.

It's all based on good policy. Statistically, many likely health
scenarios being faced by an Aboriginal person aged 55 would be
found in the general population among people aged 20 years
older. It's not true for everyone of course but it's true enough to
be good policy.
In terms of referrals coming through, there are very, very few
elderly Aboriginal people compared with the general population.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 6:40:20pm
Unfortunately, I doubt that god policy is likely to alleviate the
whiny, infantile resentment of aborigines that some posters here
are demonstrating.
RayS: 27 Mar 2014 9:14:22pm
I have never understood why the Holocaust scale and detail
should not be questioned, but notwithstanding that, what Simon
Rice says Fredrick Toben said, among other things, ".... some
Jews, for improper purposes, including financial gain, have
exaggerated the number of Jews killed during World War II and
the circumstances in which they were killed", was closely
analogous with what Andrew Bolt said about certain Aborigines,
that being that certain fair-skinned Aborigines were improperly
benefitting from their claimed Aboriginality.
In that respect, Bolt and Toben were not only making an
observation, but also seeking to demean and defame persons of
a racial minority, exploiting bigotry primarily rather than
questioning or discussing a situation.
The offence is in the intent, not just the content. Given the
smear that Bolt was constructing, he was lucky to get away with
merely having to apologise. Any outrage should be focused on
the injustice that the punishment was so lenient.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Rusty: 28 Mar 2014 7:36:11am
Dave, Aboriginals have the same (usually far more access and
special benefits) access as everyone else to government
services and still many seem determined to make poor personal
life choices - emphasis on "choices".
The blame the "white man" rubbish has to end sometime.
Monty B: 27 Mar 2014 5:27:43pm
I accept your example but something worries me. You can find
these kinds of examples if, for whatever reason, you are
motivated to look for them and focus on them. You can even
find certain government jobs where aboriginal people are
encouraged to apply.
Meanwhile the vast majority of the aboriginal population
experience higher mortality and widespread disadvantage.
I think people who like to focus on the exceptions- and talk up
the few examples where people benefit from identifying as
aboriginal should come clean about their motivation.
Just as holocaust deniers should be honest about their
motivations. They claim to care about historical accuracy (fat
chance) but scratch the surface and you find an anti-Semite.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 5:48:06pm
You only question someone's motives when you run out of
arguments. It seems you have run out of arguments. If middle
class people who are not in need are receiving handouts then
there is less to go where it is needed. Even if no such handouts
are being made (sic) then that is not the actual issue under
question. That is why are people not allowed to question such
actions, if it exists, if it causes someone else offence? If you
want to find out what benefits actually exist, you do not need to
believe me just ring up your local Uni or TAFE. And that is just
for starters.
harvey: 27 Mar 2014 6:40:02pm
John my friend, I'm assuming you know personally loads of
people with Aboriginal blood living on the North Shore of
Sydney, and Toorak, and Newstead, and Glen Osmond etc.
All having bought their mansions through welfare. Driving Mercs
and BMWs. Kids in grammar schools. Restaurants every night.
Given your first hand knowledge of all of this, it is truly a
disgrace isn't it.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 7:36:43pm
Actually, people are questioning your motives because your
motives are questionable.
John Coochey : 28 Mar 2014 6:32:38am
So indeed you have run out of arguments!
Dazza: 27 Mar 2014 8:06:30pm
John Coochey, did you question who is eligible for the Private
Health Insurance Offset?
Did Labor do the right thing income testing it?
Or did you believe the lie that Labor are for higher taxes by
income testing it?
Might be a bit off topic, but relevant when it comes to funding!!
No spin, answer honestly!!
Leon Fairmind: 27 Mar 2014 9:53:36pm
Cooch, you really don't need much in the way of logical
argument to support your views on this matter, when our
Attorney General openly supports a thoroughly proven liar like
Bolt, and is even prepared to doctor good legislation into bad
just to support that master of vilification and hatred incitement
(only for cold hard cash though, so his motives are pure) just
because he also provides copious quantities of pro-LNP
propaganda in the gutter press.
Shock: 28 Mar 2014 6:50:00am
Very well put. You have hit the nail on the head. Isn't it amazing
a newly elected government is preoccupied with this business of
legally asserting we all have a right to be bigot. This is mind
boggling stuff. This mob in Canberra actually seems to have a
secret agenda to reassert something. The tea-party people in
the US can do no better than coming to this bigoted country to
see how their agenda can be advanced. After all when the
Republicans lost the last presidential election the tea-party
faction was saying "we have lost the country". Well, their Aussie
compatriots have found it here. They have taken back the
country. But the question is: to where?
PP: 28 Mar 2014 6:18:11am
"If middle class people who are not in need are receiving
handouts then there is less to go where it is needed."

So I assume you are complaining against negative gearing, baby
bonuses and super tax concessions as vigorously as you are
against Aboriginal people?
…….
aGuy: 27 Mar 2014 6:53:27pm
Past wrongs are not the responsibility or the majority of current
Australians. If you can show me any evidence that harking on
about past wrongs helps the present, I will join in. Either way, it
should not stop people from expressing their opinions on
subjects. Section 18.
Zing: 27 Mar 2014 9:51:03pm
Sounds like a good idea, V.
Tell you what. The indigenous people of Australia should show
us their deed or bill of sale, signed by whoever owned the land
before they did. And then we'll show them ours.
I have one, by the way. Keep it in a safe along with my property
documents when I bought my house. So it shouldn't be hard for
me to show it to an indigenous person if they ever felt like
asking. Can they do the same?
If they don't have a deed for Australia, why do you consider the
document that important? And if they only claim to own the land
because their ancestors showed up and took possession, then
why couldn't my ancestors do the same?
The reason that the land was never legally ceded to nonaborigines is because it didn't have to be. The Australians took
possession of the land because they could. Once they did, there
was nothing left to cede.
Bev: 27 Mar 2014 10:27:07pm
What a ridiculous argument. How far do you want to go back?
Colonial days? Perhaps back to Roman or Greek days how about
Babylon? I'm sure none of them has a signed land transfer.
EVAN: 27 Mar 2014 10:56:18pm
"Aboriginal land that has NEVER been legally ceded to nonAborigines."
Have they got a title deed then or is it the old possession is
9/10Ths of the law, law.
A.Twit: 28 Mar 2014 12:53:29am
Did Indigenous Australians acquire it legally? They just
happened to be the first members of our species to occupy it.
There were plenty of organisms here before, many of which the
likely drove to extinction. (e.g. the Australian megafauna.)
They certainly never had any title deed, nor internationally
recognised ownership. Why should finding something valuable
(on planet with finite resources) ensure that belongs solely to
one's descendants?
SVJ: 28 Mar 2014 6:34:07am
So v, when are you handing over the property? Or do you have
your deed?
TGU : 27 Mar 2014 6:47:03pm
ItisA, I find your post extremely offensive. I live on my own
piece of land in a house that I have worked all my life to own. I
didn't steal it from anyone nor did I oppress anyone. With
people like you sprouting the poor fellow we were robbed BS it's
no wonder that the aboriginal people have not yet come to
terms with the fact that they now live in a modern multi racial
country and they will have to integrate or risk disappearing into
the dustbin of history.
Mitor the Bold: 28 Mar 2014 5:18:44am
"the aboriginal people have not yet come to terms with the fact
that they now live in a modern multi racial country and they will
have to integrate or risk disappearing into the dustbin of
history."
I agree, but give them a chance. It's only been a few decades
since they were regarded fully as citizens, and many people still
treat them as though they are not. Many immigrants from Italy,
Greece, UK and Lebanon still live in homeland enclaves and
practice 'tradition' as though it were the most precious thing
they have. Are you expecting a miracle?
Dave: 27 Mar 2014 4:39:29pm
Gosh and darn those privileged aborigines eh John?
Having kicked them off their own land without treaty or
arrangements, having sent Christians to separate them from
their culture, language and in many cases children, having
introduced disease, alcohol, welfare, deaths in custody, policeinflicted abuse, third-world health conditions and a raft of other
never-requested problems we've given them everything they
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could want but now they're getting uppity that the government
supports Andrew Bolt's "right" to fabricate "facts" about them
too.
Will they never learn their place John? Stay brave and true,
John, keep demanding your precious sensibilities never be
offended again.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 4:51:05pm
Your comments remind me of "The life of Brian" What have the
Romans ever given us apart from schools modern medicine and
end to inter tribal warfare and enough sit down money to buy
grog. I am thinking of an article by non other than Brampton
describing how one aborigine liked his stints as a fly in fly out
worker on the mines (presumably he had actually attended
school enough to read and write) because it got him away from
the violence in the community.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:57:47pm
Oh John what would you do without all these apocryphal stories
- proper research perhaps? I know how about research into the
treatment of indigenous people in Australia over the last two
hundred or so years. You are falling into the trap that caught
Bolt - poor research and broad brush polemics instead of
properly cited examples that can stand the test of forensic
examination.
harry: 28 Mar 2014 2:08:08am
Assuming that the ABC doesn't once again have one of their
political activist leftist" moderators censor this yet again.
You keep talking about apocryphal stories, but have nothing but
your own intuition to back up your statements. The best way to
rebutt John is to cite statistics that back up your point of view,
but you have none.
So try a statistical approach. Go to Google images and search
for "indigenous scholarships", then count the number of
recipients that you think face daily hardship and discrimination
because of their aboriginality.
The Other John: 27 Mar 2014 5:15:56pm
Reminds me of Adam Goodes comments about how his mother,
one of the stolen children, was denied her culture and her family
beliefs. What she got in return was a long healthy life, an
education and the ability to bring up strong, well educated, well
adjusted children who are not limited in their potential.
Many of Australia's European settlers, those who came here
fleeing their own persecution I might add, were likewise denied
contact with their families and with their own cultures when they
moved half way across the world. There was no social security
for them in 1860, yet they built the foundations on which our
wealthy nation is now built.
Many of us could have a claim to disadvantage at some stage in
our ancestry, the question is why let it deny you the
opportunities that are openly available to anyone and everyone
in this country no matter what your ethnicity?
Dave: 27 Mar 2014 5:41:27pm
John & John, I'm really glad to see you are such glass-half-full
guys. Your examples of Aboriginal people who have overcome
abuse, separation from families or violence are wonderful.
But they are sadly not particularly representative of the stories
of most Aboriginal people.
When an entire population is dehumanised for many
generations, as occurred here, the damage is done for many
more generations due to the collective loss of the simple
institutions which give us all our grounding - loving parents,
supportive families and communities, trust in authority such as
the police. Meanwhile, being subjected to racism is a daily
experience for many.
Your answer - they should get over it and appreciate their
wonderful lives - is devoid of reality for a great many people.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 6:13:33pm
The only ones who face your version of reality are those in
remote locations with minimal chances of employment and
limited education. But of course modern day racists claim they
have some peculiar link to this land even if it was simply where
the old mission stood rather than were their distant ancestors
lived.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 6:31:20pm
"But they are sadly not particularly representative of the stories
of most Aboriginal people."
This is very true. Because we killed most Aboriginal people.

EVAN: 27 Mar 2014 11:03:54pm
"Your answer - they should get over it and appreciate their
wonderful lives - is devoid of reality for a great many people."
No much better to play the victim card at every opportunity.
harvey: 27 Mar 2014 5:58:31pm
So I take it that if we were overrun by a different race, not
mentioning any names, then people like you would just shrug
your shoulders and say that that’s ok.
As you would search through the rubbish dumps for something
to eat and live in a tin shed, since your place would have been
taken by the new invaders as their right. Perhaps a tin shed
outside the Alice, I'm sure the Aborigines would share with you,
poor people usually do.
Fair enough, I think consistency is a good thing.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 6:38:49pm
I would assume that at some point in the past one or more of
my ancestors would have been overrun by an alien culture
(1066 and all that). So should those of Saxon ancestry be
demanding restitution from those of Norman while themselves
being sued by those claiming Celtic ancestry?
taxedoff: 27 Mar 2014 7:06:10pm
well as the saxons were themselves invaders into england then
your ancestors can sue each other..... willam was in fact a blood
relative of king harold so it was just a case of family in fighting.
TGU: 27 Mar 2014 8:52:11pm
Harvey, what you forget to mention is that those who live in tin
sheds outside the Alice and scrounge through rubbish bins for
food have chosen that lifestyle despite being offered every
opportunity for a decent education and employment. If someone
wants to waste their income on grog and drugs that is their
choice and if their wives and children suffer because of these
actions that is also their choice. The real racists are those who
encourage this sort of behaviour by repeating over and over that
the rest of us owe the indigenous people some sort of debt.
A.Twit: 28 Mar 2014 12:56:16am
The acceptance of alcohol and/or welfare is voluntary; don't
pretend it's a form of abuse.
Nick: 27 Mar 2014 4:47:33pm
Well said John. No wait for the racist card to be quickly brought
out in an effort to deflect debate.
I think I think: 27 Mar 2014 6:31:02pm
John's snide presumption about an indigenous man's education
level just above damn him more decisively than any poster's
comments migh.
Kangaroo Edward: 27 Mar 2014 4:52:37pm
The good old Bolt theory raises its ugly head.
In all reality Bolt should shoot off his mouth all he wants
because he tends to reveal the sum total of his knowledge in the
first
sentence.
It does seem a little more than obvious that this 'Coalition'
government is little more than a front for a shameless mates
club.
In their current state of hubris, as they scurry about trying to
reverse every piece of legislation that the Labor party has ever
passed, they are blindsided to the increasing backlash that is
marching towards them.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:22:27pm
People like Mr Coochey forget that it was Mr Bolt's factual errors
stemming from shoddy research that got him into trouble - not
some attempt to deny him freedom of speech. Mr Coochey may
wake up to this simple fact sometime but I am not holding my
breathe.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 7:22:17pm
If we don't have the freedom to be wrong - even for grubby
little bigots - then we don't have free speech at all.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 7:40:36pm
True but do these grubs ever accept the responsibility for their
actions? No - they are moral and physical cowards, so in the end
I suppose that we must have some controls even if only to
protect these grubs from having to accept responsibility for their
actions. Hitler committed suicide not because he admitted he
was wrong but because he was afraid of being captured.
EVAN: 27 Mar 2014 11:12:55pm
"A person who is intolerant of any ideas other than his or her
own."
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Well David and Malcolm I think you have just filled the text book
definition of a bigot.
PP: 28 Mar 2014 6:20:48am
A false claim made without any research is not "being wrong"
it's being sloppy and deliberately negligent. Ad we have never
had freedom of speech - defamation and libel laws were around
long before 18c.
the yank: 27 Mar 2014 4:56:14pm
John did you see Abbott's face when he was mocked over his
reinstating dames and knights awards? He was in a fury and
made mention how it was hurtful.
Now if the PM can't take a little heat over what even Howard
thinks is a bad idea imagine if you were a minority and during
your entire life you were coping hurtful and threatening insults?
That people in the privileged position of men complain that
others might receive a benefit is an insult to all males. We
control the wealth, the governing of the country, and the
professional world. All of that power is not enough for you?
APM: 27 Mar 2014 5:45:50pm
I don't get how racial hate is any different to hating a person for
any other reason. The Left practice hate and exclusion as their
standard tactic, and yet they try to pin hate on others even if
they are calmly making a reasoned argument in good faith as
should be allowable in a democracy.
Jimmy Necktie: 27 Mar 2014 6:27:12pm
I don't know about "left", but I did notice all the people slinging
insults in the other article were the same ones saying offensive
speech should be limited. This honestly puzzles me. It's a
paradox.
Bev: 27 Mar 2014 10:34:20pm
" We control the wealth, the governing of the country, and the
professional world"
No you don't mostly a few alpha males do.
Actually in the US women actually own more wealth than men.
Shares property interests etc. Much transferred from men on
divorce or by death of their spouse.
Joe Hill: 27 Mar 2014 4:56:15pm
Almost every country precludes hate speech.
Ben the lawyer: 27 Mar 2014 5:35:49pm
'Almost every country precludes hate speech.'
Which ones do it on the basis of offence, I believe was the
question. Go on, name them.
JK: 27 Mar 2014 5:44:48pm
Most countries have laws against hate speech, that is true.
It's just that what Australia often defines as hate speech would
never be seen as such in most other Western countries.
The bar has been set so low that even discussing racism is near
impossible in any fundamentally useful sense, and sadly it is this
which will breed more racism and bigotry in society over time.
PP: 27 Mar 2014 7:21:13pm
Discussing racism is perfectly acceptable - read the article. If,
however, you make un-researched and unfounded allegations
about someone's race that is false, you will be found guilty
under 18c. It's really quite simple.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 8:14:39pm
That was not what was found in the Bolt case.
That he got a few minor facts wrong was not why he was
convicted: it was because the judge dislike his "tone" and held
the article was not "in good faith".
If you read the decision and not the rubbish about "racial
vilification" you will be alarmed at how fair comment has been
restricted.
PP: 28 Mar 2014 6:24:48am
No Terry, that is what was found. He was found to have made
several factual errors which could have been easily found to be
false had he done his research as a "journalist" (what Andrew
Bolt thinks he is) is obliged to do. Read the decision. It's in
there. It's not fair comment to make unsubstantiated claims
against someone else when readily available research shows it
to be false.
Fair comment does not include publishing lies about someone.
TGU: 27 Mar 2014 8:56:39pm
Does that also apply to those who made unfounded,
unresearched and false statement about the Hindmarsh Bridge?
Bev: 27 Mar 2014 10:36:11pm
At present no. We have been effectively gagged.

A.Twit: 28 Mar 2014 1:06:56am
Bolt should have been fined for sloppy journalism, not racial
offence (or whatever the term is). Apparently he would have
been alright had is articles not been full of errors and mistruths;
there presence doesn't make him more racist and just means
he's incompetent and/or lazy.
Good Grief: 27 Mar 2014 4:56:34pm
"Out of interest which countries have laws against "Causing
offence" other than Australia?"
On top of my head, John, the only other country I can name
would be Saudi Arabia. Causing offence against certain
significant religious historical figures, their descendants, their
followers and their politically correct status quo can result in
government sanctions punishments which include imprisonment
and physical punishments.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 5:35:36pm
Thankyou Good Grief you are the only person so far (and I
suspect ever) who has even attempted to answer my question.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 6:50:53pm
It is factually incorrect and misleading to say that that Australia
has a law against offence.
Australia's section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act actually
worded "it is unlawful to do an act that is reasonably likely to
offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate someone because of their
race or ethnicity".
The law doesn't ban speech merely because it offends someone.
The legal tests of what is reasonable are not a matter of the
opinion of the offended person.
The law, even in its wording and before the tests of
reasonableness and other standards of proof are applied, cannot
honestly be read , or be represented as reading, without taking
account of the words "insult, humiliate and intimidate" and the
phrase "to do an act", which goes at least to a choice or
intention to do the act.
To merely state the false proposition that there is actually a law
in Australia "against causing offence" is either misrepresentation
of the facts or mis-informed, as is the misleading statement that
Australia is "the only country, since others have considered the
question of hate speech.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 8:16:19pm
One issue is that the "reasonableness" is not that of a person in
the street: it is that of the person claiming to be offended.
I would have thought being accused of taking money intended
for the needy would offend anyone. It has nothing to do with
race.
Paul: 27 Mar 2014 11:21:37pm
Terry - it doesn't work like that. The reasonable person test
cannot be decided on the basis of what the complainant alone
believes
PP: 28 Mar 2014 6:33:06am
No Terry, the reasonable person test applied in law is exactly
what it says it is - a "reasonable person", not the plaintiff. If you
don't understand law, best not to comment on it.
And what has taking money from the needy got to do with this
particular case?
aGuy: 27 Mar 2014 9:47:52pm
Pun, you are proving the point of concern. It is so vague
Offend OR insult OR humiliate OR intimidate of a singular
person. That is most likely for anything anyone says.
And yes the act does link it to race. So make a racial
observation and you have insulted someone, somewhere and
thus have breached that section.
Censorship at its finest. Especially when this wishy washy
statement will be assessed through peoples own opinions
instead of a measurable process. Some people will want to take
offense because they do not like the topic being discussed or
individual saying it.
John1: 27 Mar 2014 11:04:55pm
Pun, Your are trying to re-define the word offend. I assume you
understand the law to an extent so I will also assume you
understand that our system is based on precedent. I'll leave you
to ponder that!
Regardless, the fact is that "reasonably likely to offend" cuts out
a lot of "reasonable debate" from people who are NOT racists.
You all use Bolt as an example, however there are MANY other
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people who publicly do not say what they want to say simply
because of this law.
Good Grief: 27 Mar 2014 5:45:15pm
With that being said, I personally see anti-bigotry laws as the
diet version of anti-heresy laws.
Both are aimed to silence the opposition through a legal gag,
with the intent of creating a harmonious society free from social
conflicts. Once in place, social engineering can proceed to mold
how the next generation thinks and behaves; by actually giving
them a guideline as to what is "halal" expressions and what is
considered "haram".
Dove: 27 Mar 2014 6:00:26pm
GG, most of the EU members have laws restricting speech if it
offends the holocaust. Brasil and Canada have laws against
inciting hatred, in Iceland you can't ridicule based on race, in
Singapore you can't deliberately wound religious or racial
feelings, they banned the song 'shoot the boer' in south africa (I
think wwii regimental marching songs were banned in
germany), India has outlawed dehumanising metaphors and
then there's the blasphemy laws so beloved in many islamic
countires. When you search on 'causing offense' or similar, the
list is longer than I can be bothered typing.
JohnC: 27 Mar 2014 4:57:31pm
@John Coochey:
The whole argument for free speech is fraught with difficulty
based on interpretation, particularly when we talk of bigots.
Most so called bigots are not aware that their attitude and
beliefs are in any way based on bigotry and would not see those
expressed beliefs as other than normal social discourse. What
they think and express are most times genuinely held beliefs
and they probably don't consider that they are in any way
causing offence. Entrenched family views over generations are
often at the root cause of the problem and education is the
ultimate answer.
aGuy: 27 Mar 2014 9:51:11pm
So you believe education is convincing someone of your views?
I call that persuading at best, brainwashing at worst. Neither is
education.
It is possible for two people to hold completely opposite views
which are both based on rational observations or opinions.
Education should be about empowering, not convincing someone
you are right.
Righto: 27 Mar 2014 5:00:01pm
Can you point out which law in Australia prohibits causing
offence to someone?
Ben the lawyer: 27 Mar 2014 5:36:26pm
'Can you point out which law in Australia prohibits causing
offence to someone?'
Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act.
PP: 27 Mar 2014 7:25:48pm
Ben and John, you forgot the bit about "race" in section 18c.
Causing offence on the basis of race. I'm sure you didn't leave
that out on purpose now did you? Oh and you forgot the
exemptions in 18d. Oops, another accident I'm sure.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 5:36:38pm
Yes Section 18C which is what all the debate is about, seriously
have you missed it?
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 7:41:59pm
Well John why not take Section 18C to court as it would seem
that it offends you.
John Coochey : 28 Mar 2014 7:21:39am
Because the offence was not based on race, thank you for
making my point for me. And why take legal action based on a
clause which is about to be repealed?
5hadowman: 27 Mar 2014 6:02:50pm
Politics is offensive because it is basically one party in opposition
to the other. They cannot agree because then there would not
be any conflict of arguement. Before law was introduced there
was no crime.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 6:32:59pm
It is unlawful in Australia to use a carriage service - post, SMS,
internet etc.. - to cause offence. For any reason.
Stuffed Olive: 27 Mar 2014 5:00:28pm
Most of these 'further benefits' you speak of are imaginary. You
have to live in a remote area and already qualify, for instance
for the DSP or Youth Allowance, to get the Remote Area

Allowance. The benefits are means tested - overall it is hard to
find any special about any of the assistance earmarked for
indigenous people. I am 'offended' by your comment but it is of
course your opinion and you haven't incited racial hatred in the
legal sense - you are just playing with words John Coochey. Do
you ever have anything pleasant to say?
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 5:51:53pm
You are grossly misinformed or have no regard for the truth.
Anyone in any doubt can simply ring up their local University
and see what grants are available. QED.
murry river: 27 Mar 2014 9:47:51pm
grants for aboriginal students at uni are a pittance and dont
even cover books , I know because I get them , but more
interesting is your harping on about this , have you not been
able to qualify for uni or is there some other reason for your
constantly attacking aboriginal uni students even though there
are very few to attack..
NoHalfMeasures: 27 Mar 2014 9:20:48pm
If there was no race based welfare, etc. we wouldn't be having
this discussion. Welfare should only be given on the basis of
need and need alone. If it's true that there's nothing special
about assistance earmarked for Aboriginals then why package
the same welfare differently? Regardless, it's in principle
unethical for the Government of Australia to discriminate among
its citizens on the basis of race. Racial identification is a private
matter that should have no place in decisions made by
Government which has an equal duty to all citizens.
aGuy: 27 Mar 2014 9:58:22pm
Programs solely for Indigenous people/benefit at a federal level
include (easily found at grantslink.gov.au):
Indigenous Wage Subsidy, Indigenous Employment Program,
Indigenous Carbon Farming Fund, Indigenous Justice Program,
NAIDOC grant ground, Indigenous Youth Mobility Program,
Indigenous Youth Leadership Program, Indigenous Youth Career
Pathways Program, Elite Indigenous Travel and Accommodation
Assistance Program,
Then there is ABSTUDY, Indigenous Scholarships, Indigenous
Housing subsidies and greater weighting placed on your
application for anything government if you tick the
Indigenous/Aboriginal box.
Coogara: 27 Mar 2014 5:02:52pm
JC - Free speech carries responsibility to be as accurate and
informed as possible. The very fact you talk of "miniscule
aboriginal ancestry" and "benefits' indicates you are not
examining all the parameters of what First Australian means.
This is in many ways no different to those who deny the
extermination of the Jews during WW2 because they are very
selective with their evidence.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:17:33pm
Not the old apocryphal story about aborigines receiving benefits
they don't deserve story again John - you are getting quite
predictable. You wouldn't care to explain exactly why it is that
you appear to be upset with our indigenous people would you. Is
it some attempt to curry favour with Andrew Bolt or are you
simply overly obsessed? I suspect that it isn't free speech that
interests you but just the chance to attack people who haven't
done any harm to you - just like Mr Bolt's badly researched and
written article that turned him into a cause c?l?bre amongst the
far right.
EVAN: 27 Mar 2014 11:28:46pm
" just the chance to attack people who haven't done any harm
to you"
You know for a fact that Mr Coochey has not been harmed in
anyway by Aboriginal people or are you just supposing.
v: 27 Mar 2014 6:15:50pm
John, "When will my sensibilities be protected?"
This question simply confirms that you don't have any worth
protecting.
The current laws protect people against the actual or potential
harm caused by actions inspired by their race. All of us say
things that offend people. Sometimes this is justified,
sometimes it is not. But one thing that can never be justified is
an act that is INTENDED to offend someone simply because they
are of a particular racial heritage, ethnicity or religious belief.
If you look at the existing defamation laws, there is a clear
parallel. Let's say, for example, that I accuse you in public, of
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embezzlement. If I honestly believed this to be the case, but
just failed to check my facts sufficiently, I would be guilty of
defaming you and the matter would be settled through a civil
court. No conviction would be recorded against you, and your
liability would be limited to the actual and potential damage
done.
However, if my slanderous outburst was inspired by a desire to
do you harm, or motivated by the prospect of financial reward,
then I may find myself being prosecuted in a criminal court for
criminal defamation. In such cases the guilty party is still liable
to compensate the victim for damages incurred or likely to
occur, but they are also likely to have to pay "exemplary"
damages, and may even end up serving some time in pokey.
You see, in cases of criminal defamation or racial vilification, the
trespass is not just against an individual or group of people, it is
a trespass against society in exactly the same way that assault
and murder are judged to be trespasses against society worthy
of criminal sanctions.
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 6:45:57pm
You neatly rebut your own arguments. If you libel someone you
can be sued. The issue is that Section 18 c allows you to take
action merely because you are offended, an obvious stupidity. If
something is inaccurate in fact then you can demand an apology
and correction.
v: 27 Mar 2014 7:31:37pm
John, "The issue is that Section 18 c allows you to take action
merely because you are offended,"
If this were true, it would be an issue. But it is not true, so it
isn't. Andrew Bolt fell foul of section 18c, not because he
offended someone, but because he deliberately selected the
targets of his defamatory remarks on the basis of race. But he
still could have gotten out of it simply by taking reasonable
steps to ensure the accuracy of the material he wrote for
publication. This was made quite clear in the judgement.
Everybody has a right to be a bigot, just as everybody has the
right to believe that the United States is an evil empire. But, in
both cases, acting on these beliefs in a socially destructive
manner is not protected by the right to free speech. Simply
believing that the United States is an evil empire does not give
you the right to crash airliners into buildings. And being a bigot
does not give you the right to vilify your fellow humans because
of their race.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 7:43:33pm
And demanding an apology and retraction from Mr Bolt would as
we know have had no effect at all. He says what he says
because he is protected by the Murdoch press - without that he
would say nothing.
BillyBoB: 27 Mar 2014 8:15:47pm
I'm going to go with... Chile, Sweden, Denmark, Germany,
Finland New Zeland, Poland, Singapore, South Africa some
states in America, keep in mind that countries use different
languages if you want to be a pedant about a particular english
wording,
The oabve list is not just 'takes offence' but inlcudes similarly
vague: insulting, hurtful, dissrespectful etc
PW: 27 Mar 2014 9:44:08pm
"Out of interest which countries have laws against "Causing
offence" other than Australia.."
Try going to Dubai and kissing your wife in public.
Or try going to Pyongyang and distributing Christian material.
Or go to Russia and criticise the Government a la Pussy Riot.
I could go on.
PP: 28 Mar 2014 6:13:13am
Out of interest, who cares what laws other countries have and
how is it relevant?
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 4:04:58pm
And what would be the status of "unrestrained race-based"
comments in public-private institutions such as universities?
What would be the status of these institutions' own codes of
governance
and
conduct
prohibiting
harassment
and
discrimination if these codes are challenged by the proposed
aleration of the RDA?
Could lecturers be free and protected, for instance, if they
repeat Toben-like views in classes to students who are captive
populations and dependent on the approval of lecturers for their
grades and their qualifications?

John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 4:19:56pm
I find it interesting that many have made much that Bolt did not
appeal (but not that the plaintiffs did not sue for defamation).
Perhaps he had enough tactical sense to not appeal, after all he
might have won and then the law would not have been changed.
jennbrad: 27 Mar 2014 4:44:57pm
They chose not to go the defamation route because it required a
monetary recompense for loss of reputation. The race
discrimination legislation aims to use education, apologies etc
rather than the blunt instrument of cash. And none of this was
hidden - if you'd done some research on the case you might
even have learned it yourself.
And I really wish you'd name some of these Aborigines of
"privileged" backgrounds. I've known many and while some
children might be being born today to Aborigines who've got
both good jobs and education, I'd be hard put to name any
young adult who grew up in anything approaching "privilege".
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 4:57:27pm
Well the research I did was that some of the claimants flagged
their intention to demand monetary compensation but then did
not go ahead. We can all speculate why that might have been.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:24:09pm
Hmmm John .... and was this research of the same depth as
that which got Mr Bolt into trouble because of its demonstrable
errors?
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 5:54:31pm
Malcolm just do a Google and then write something that makes
some sense. Bolt's errors were inconsequential to the issues he
raised, for example the exact date someone became and
activist, and are duplicated in a number of information sources
including the Australian National Library data base.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 6:14:34pm
Wrong again John - Bolt's errors were of great consequence
because they caused him to lose the case. I am glad to see that
you have finally understood that it was those errors and not an
attack on Mr Bolt's right to free speech that undid him.
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 5:04:54pm
I thought they should have gone for defamation. They may have
won their race discrimination case in Court, but I'd say they lost
in the court of public opinion. It made Bolt a free speech 'hero'
and I doubt it educated anyone, or changed any opinions.
Jimmy Necktie: 27 Mar 2014 6:10:19pm
"made Bolt a free speech 'hero' "
Perhaps. But it shouldn't be assumed that those of us who
support free speech automatically support or agree with Bolt.
PP: 27 Mar 2014 7:32:46pm
"They may have won their race discrimination case in Court, but
I'd say they lost in the court of public opinion."
Laws decide rights and wrongs, not public opinion.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 4:46:26pm
What I find interesting is in which universe Bolt has anything to
do with my question about the status of speech universities
under the proposed changes to the RDA?
Should students sue their lecturers for defamation if the lecturer
expresses views which show a bias against the group to which
the student belongs? Or do they have the right to expect hat
when a public-private institution has rules of governance
prohibiting discrimination that these will be upheld?
Is a lecturer free to give expression to bias by doing a little
adjusting of the odds against people he or she argues are being
advantaged by, for instance, being admitted to university when
the lecturer does not believe that females, people of some
races, or of some groups, should be admitted on any terms?
Monty B: 27 Mar 2014 5:00:39pm
Give Bolt credit if you want (this is after all a discussion on free
speech) but let`s be clear. The law is being changed because
the government changed.
APM: 27 Mar 2014 4:26:38pm
The norm in humanities is antisemitism and the BDS is definitely
racist, Americans are vilified for everything that backward
cultures bring upon themselves, and being a white male means
having to endure constant abuse from everyone. Meanwhile
students who do not tow the line on all this abuse and racism
and vilification are marked down.
Monty B: 27 Mar 2014 4:47:10pm
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`and being a white male means having to endure constant
abuse from everyone``
Come on APM. As a white Anglo-Saxon protestant atheist male
in this country I absolutely enjoy one privilege after another. I
intend to continue doing so, and then undergo gender
reassignment in old age in order to enjoy a further seven years
longevity.
It is a good thing to know when to complain and when to be
grateful.
APM: 27 Mar 2014 5:15:28pm
That's relativism Monty. It's not a sound principle to make laws
that in effect are used to discriminate by assuming some groups
need protecting more than others. It puts people in boxes
according to identity and ignores individual circumstances. It's
really
stereotyping.
It's a short leap to distorting the political process by persecuting
some groups for their political opinions by redefining them as
hate, whilst allowing others open slather based on claims of
victimhood that are bound to be exaggerated to advance self
interest.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 5:38:11pm
Which groups are claiming victimhood to advance self-interest?
Any facts?
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 6:18:16pm
Yep the Bolt case. Otherwise they would not have got upset
about! I note that at no stage did anyone say Bolt was wrong
because in fact no privileges were available and they had not
availed themselves of them.
APM: 27 Mar 2014 8:11:12pm
The acceptable answer is white males. My truthful response was
not acceptable. Congratulations, you are another winner of a
debate where Leftists ask questions that I am not allowed to
answer, and that's just how you like it isn't it? Doesn't it feel a
bit hollow that you didn't win without being challenged?
PP: 27 Mar 2014 7:36:20pm
The law is about insulting someone based on their race. It
doesn't specify a list of races this applies to. It applies to all
races. So how is this giving any one group more protection than
any other?
David Ferstat: 27 Mar 2014 4:56:18pm
"... BDS is definitely racist ..."
This is not correct. This is the lie that is commonly spouted by
those who blindly support israel.
BDS (Boycotts, Divestment and Sanctions) is a policy that does
NOT target companies and bodies because they are Jewish. It
only targets those seen to benefit from Israeli occupation of
Palestinian territory.
Unfortuantely, it's common practice for those who are
unthinkingly defensive of Israel to incorrectly conflate the
Jewsish religion with the Jewish state.
It is perfectly possible to be opposed to Israel without being
opposed to Jews.
Colonelwhisky: 27 Mar 2014 5:28:01pm
I was watching a doco about the creation of Israel one comment
stuck with me.
"It is not Judaism which is the problem but Zionism"
This comment was from an elderly Jew who lived there before
the creation of Modern Israel. He then went on saying that
people of all religions used to get along and families would look
after the kids of neighbours regardless of faith.
I tend to agree.
Michael: 27 Mar 2014 7:10:33pm
"It only targets those seen to benefit from Israeli occupation..."
Nonsense. For example, the Australian company Max Brenner
was targetted simply for being owned by Jews.
David Ferstat: 27 Mar 2014 8:07:58pm
"... the Australian company Max Brenner was targetted simply
for being owned by Jews."
Max Brenner is NOT an Australian company. Instead, it's an
Israeli chocolate store chain. As such, it could legitimately be
seen as a target for BDS.
Also, its parent company, Strauss Group, is a sponsor of the
Israeli Defense Force's Golani Brigade, and, as such, is explicitly
a supporter of the forces occupying Palestinian land.

However, to be fair, the Australian operation is apparently run
as a franchise operation, though I'm not sure that BDS
proponents would have known this.
Even so, given the activities of the owner of the brand, I think
boycotting Max Brenner in Australia is a legitimate protest.
Wining Pom: 27 Mar 2014 4:57:31pm
Yeah, it's just so tough being a white male. The whole world out
to get you.
Such a pity that people can't appreciate what they have. They
always want more.
Let me tell you John, if you're not happy being a white male in a
Western democracy, you won't ever be. No matter what you
had.
aGuy: 27 Mar 2014 5:56:47pm
How do you know he is white?
Race should not effect anyone's judgement and it should not
effect anyone's entitlement. The left are stuck in the past with
their romantic ideal of a down trodden black fella holding a stick
with paint on their face.
As with any culture, some people will need more help than
others. If your idea is to focus on the needy, why would race
ever need to enter into it?
Dove: 27 Mar 2014 5:03:40pm
And so retreats the once proud APM position on free speech.
More of a rout than a retreat.
APM: 27 Mar 2014 5:25:47pm
Dove, universities are the last places to advance free speech.
Most humanities academics are Marxists and not surprisingly
they only want free speech for themselves whilst excluding and
abusing others. It's like dealing with the ABC.
ICYlongjonwearer: 27 Mar 2014 6:50:00pm
APM, could you identify the evidence in support of that
accusation? It may well be the case, it may no, but without any
hard evidence ( and this excludes the bishop bashing, sorry,
opinion pages in QuadRANT or Senile Tea Party Types Monthly) I
will view it as nothing more than as an opinion which you are
entitled to hold, just as people are entitled to believe in fairies,
bigfoot, the easter bunny, the thinking Conservative and Spring
Heeled Jack
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 7:46:32pm
Oh poor APM, here he is attacking imagined ABC censorship
while they happily let him go on posting his attacks on them.
Hang on - there is a non sequitur here. ;-)
Dan: 27 Mar 2014 5:14:34pm
You have never experienced "abuse" for being a white male.
APM: 27 Mar 2014 5:29:47pm
yes, I have been racially abused for being 'white'. In a recent
comment that was censored I said that I have lived in towns in
NSW where Aboriginals regularly racially abused me without
provocation.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:59:35pm
Oh you poor thing - and I suppose they kicked sand in your face
as well.
Jimmy Necktie: 27 Mar 2014 6:46:08pm
APM didn't seem to be complaining about it, only answering
Dan's claim.
Racism, xenophobia, nationalism - intolerance in general - are
forms of tribalism, and common to all humans. It can be nasty,
is ill informed and ignorant by definition and something we
should teach our children is invalid as an idea.
But you shouldn't be surprised to find it in groups other than
white anglo's. In one form or another it's the cause of most of
the word's strife.
PP: 27 Mar 2014 7:34:48pm
"and being a white male means having to endure constant
abuse from everyone."
Really? I'm a white male and I don't encounter abuse from
anyone. Maybe you should look at the way you are treating the
people who allegedly abuse you.
larry the librarian:
27 Mar 2014 4:05:49pm
Free speech on steroids
What a lazy metaphor
AT: 27 Mar 2014 4:18:12pm
Does it offend you, larry?
Perhaps you could proffer a better one?
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Jimmy Necktie: 27 Mar 2014 4:56:02pm
lol how the heck could anyone be offended by that?
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 5:01:13pm
"Free speech unchained"?
"Real Free speech"?
"Free speech without looking over your shoulder"?
"Free speech for all"?
"Free speech to question the motivation of those who claim the
ethnicity of one of dozens of ancestors entitles them to
government largesse and jobs"?
You pick one.
Patrich: 27 Mar 2014 4:23:35pm
"...the proposed law is a mutant version..." Is this as bad or
worse?
AT: 27 Mar 2014 4:50:40pm
I forgot to conclude; but why don't you give us something
better.
Jimmy Necktie: 27 Mar 2014 5:30:56pm
How about "the proposed law differs from the previous one in
the following ways..."
Patrich: 27 Mar 2014 10:40:40pm
If I put my mind to it I could. However does it not strike you as
juvenile to place two nouns, side by side, in the same phrase
when the adjective ?mutated? would have sufficed?
DaveS: 27 Mar 2014 4:59:24pm
Lazy?? I dunno about that. Its probably up early to hit the gym ,
then run 5 ks after an hour on the heavy bag.
Lazy , me thinks not!
Dove: 27 Mar 2014 5:06:32pm
Whilst I agree with you, he's a professor of law and not
literature
MarilynS: 27 Mar 2014 4:11:17pm
Actually the Jewish Norman Finkelstein wrote a book about the
holocaust industry and the foreword by his survivor mother was
IF SO MANY SURVIVED WHO DID HITLER KILL?
Historians have also shown that most jews were gunned down,
that two thirds of German and Austrian jews were in the west by
1938 and that the west then denied entry to others, including
here.
Why is the denial of mass murder of jews forbidden while the
denial of the mass murder of Armenians by Turkey is good, the
mass murder of Iraqis and Afghans by the west is good, the
killing of Palestinians by the Israelis is good?
Selectivity of massacre denial is as racist as anything can be,
our treatment of refugees who pay their own way and come by
boat is a case in point.
Afghans who can manage to get here on visas are accepted
100% of the time as refugees, so are those who come by sea
but they have to be jailed, tortured, trafficked and traded as if
we are the Taliban for no reason other than not paying Qantas.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 4:37:37pm
Marilyn S, I am offended, but then you have clearly felt free to
express the factually incorrect view that "historians" (except
perhaps holocaust denialists who cite each other in their
pseudo-scientific 'research') have "shown" or asserted any of
the facts you assert.
Neither is it factually correct that the denial of the "mass murder
of Armenians by Turkey"is "good", a fact you would be more
correct about if you knew that there are historians who rsearch
comparative genocide, that soem parliaments in Australia have
given parliamentary protection to memorials.
The "denial of mass murder of jews" is forbidden in at least the
German constitution, something of which Toben fell foul,
because to deny the facts of the murders is an obscenity and a
danger to the good governance of that country. I wish we had
laws which forbade the denial of the genocide of australian
aboriginal peoples, genocide which is clearly the intent of laws
listed in the Bringing Them Home Report, for instance, laws
which specifically applied to one group of people singled out by
race.
Isla: 27 Mar 2014 4:38:53pm
Indeed Marilyn S., well said. What worries me is that so many
believers in Free Speech, believe that everything has to be
100%, that no exceptions are permitted. In any 100% free for
all, only bullies will get away with murder. To deny the Holocast,
in spite of the overwhelming evidence, is like denying that evil

exists, is aiding and abetting further atrocities rather than
preventing them.
Mark James: 27 Mar 2014 4:48:11pm
MarilynS, 6 million Jews could still have been killed even if some
did survive, even if some were in the west in 1938.
Who are these 'historians' you refer to?
And given the nature of the concentration camps (where oh-soproductive Nazis industrialised the mass extermination of human
life) are you not aware of how obscene your reference to the
"holocaust industry" is?
MarilynS: 27 Mar 2014 6:07:07pm
The Russian and German archives as cited by Giles McDonough
in After the Reich for one, Norman Finkelstein for another.
Mass murder of anyone is disgusting, depraved and beyond
human thought but the west singles out one particular genocide
and forgets all the others as if only Jews ever died.
20,000 million Russians were slaughtered to, but we never give
that the time of day.
England allowed upwards of 30 million Indians die of starvation
in the great famine, the west murdered upwards of 6-9 million
German civilians after the war and we must not speak of it.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 4:48:49pm
The post by Marilyn S is a good example of why we need free
speech. I take it from the tone of her post that she is a
supporter of Mr Tobin.
We need these people to spell out their beliefs publicly, so that
they can be exposed to ridicule. (Mass murder of Iraqis and
Afghans by the west is good? One, it never took place, two,
even the lunatics who think it did have never claimed that any
one claimed such a thing would be a good idea.)
I won't bother to address the Israeli slur: that the poster
supports Mr Tobin would indicate that she is very ProPalestinian, as he is.
So what if Mr Tobin is allowed to speak against the facts of the
Nazi genocide? Reply to him - show how he has distorted the
truth to suit his own purposes.
Pretending that bigotry and racism don't exist by enacting laws
is like prohibiting adultery or selfishness. It doesn't work and it
makes a mockery of the law. It is often used by bigots
themselves.
How many of the posters to this site show bigotry of the worst
kind to citizens of the USA? (They used to pretend is was just
simple hatred of Pres Bush - now they don't bother to hide it).
Bigotry must be publicised and ridiculed: that is the cure.
Not stupid legislation that can be used to stop queries as the
motivation of persons who claim that the ethnicity of just one of
their hundreds of ancestors makes them eligible for public
monies.
Nick: 27 Mar 2014 4:51:32pm
Doesn't the fact that they didn't pay Qantas and destroy their
documents on the way here ring any alarm bells to you Marilyn?
JoeBloggs: 27 Mar 2014 4:53:06pm
Marilyn S,
It is also important to remember the Germans were meticulous
at keeping records.
The holocaust occured, the scale of which was horrific, the
targets being anyone and everyone (Gypsies, Roma,
intellectuals, political opponents, Semites, disabled people,
Slavs, Russians, etc etc).
This occured, it is undeniable.
What historians should be allowed to do is to meticulously
research the numbers and provide information relating to their
findings, and be allowed to debate this aspect, for the sake of
history and nothing else.
What is currently troubling to some is that this is not allowed to
happen, least they fall foul of various authorities. But it is also
important that this process isn't hijacked by those with sociopolitical objectives.
Dire: 27 Mar 2014 4:53:37pm
And here's why we need protection Marilyn.
You claim my family were not killed in a genocide even though
there are records, by the murderers, of this act?
You deny my history, my culture, my identity.
Sorry, you do not have a 'right' to deny the mass murder of my
family. It is not free speech to be an anti-Semite, racist or
homophobe. It is not ok to say women who are raped deserve
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it,, or black people are lesser or inferior, or ex-Democrat
volunteers who live on the pension are above the law.
David Ferstat: 27 Mar 2014 5:02:15pm
"... the denial of the mass murder of Armenians by Turkey is
good ..."
To the best of my knowledge, denial of the Armenian genocide
of 1915 is only a crime in Turkey.
"... the mass murder of Iraqis and Afghans by the west is good
..."
Now you're being childish. Western forces have made no
attempt at mass murder in those theatres. Without denying that
many civilians in both countries died, and that individual
Western soldiers have committed murders there, you also need
to remember that far more Iraqis have been killed by other
Arabs, and far more Afghanistanis have been killed by the
Taliban.
Coogara: 27 Mar 2014 5:26:34pm
Marilyn
What should be forbidden is any public statement that
deliberately attempts to distort historical events by providing
selective and distorted evidence. You yourself are guilty of this
by claiming mass murder of Iraqis and Afghans by the west. You
also mention we torture Afghan refugees which once again is
just a slogan lacking any significant evidence.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 6:02:31pm
The irony is that the holocaust deniers who must therefore by
definition defend the Nazis also deny the evidence offered by the
copious records the Nazi bureaucrats kept that document the
slaughter. Sort of having your cake and eating it too.
Mohammad Islam: 27 Mar 2014 4:12:05pm
I agree wholeheartedly with Professor Rice.
Saddly for Australia, the number of educated and culturally
insightful people such as Professor Rice are out-numbered by
people like like Messrs Brandis, Bolt and Abbott.
What does this mean for us as a nation?
The answer to this question will be contained in history books in
50 or so years from now.
If you cannot guess what this answer will be then this will
explain why the legislative amendments proposed by the
Coalition Goverment to the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth)
are progressing without mass-public protests.
AT: 27 Mar 2014 4:30:21pm
I disagree, MI.
The insightful aren't outnumbered by the un-insightful, they're
just shouted down by them -- they are as belligerent as they are
crass.
I fear the only way to counter them is to meet them head on
and employ the same tactics. A very ugly and unsophisticated
public debate awaits us, but it's better than allowing these thugs
to spout their garbage unchallenged.
This is the world that the repeal of 18c will foster.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 10:46:36pm
So, just to reiterate, you favour suppression instead of open
debate. Got it.
Haggis: 28 Mar 2014 12:56:59pm
So, just to reiterate, you favour debate with unqualified racial
offence, insult, humiliation and intimidation. Got it.
John Coochey :
27 Mar 2014 4:45:25pm
Sorry Mohammed I find your statement incoherent, can you
explain your point please?
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:30:47pm
Dear me John - how about you read again what MI wrote, it was
clear to me. But then I supposed you were still distressed by
these apochryphal Aborigines that you find so disturbing. The
real test for people who support unrestrained free speech, like
yourself, is that they should also be responsible for any harm
that it does for example Alan Jones' involvement in the Cronulla
riots. But then are you prepared to take responsibility for the
actions of people who put your words into reality and cause
harm to others?
John Coochey : 27 Mar 2014 6:23:52pm
I am afraid I find your statement also incoherent! Are you
saying I should take responsibility for other people's actions?
The kindest interpretation I can give of Mohammed's piece is

that history will judge people he does not like but he does not
say why he does not like them. But your interpretation is..?
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 6:52:06pm
And John the kindest thing I can say about your defence of
unlimited free speech even if it contains harmful and slanderous
misinformation is that you refrain from supporting the actions of
those that might be led on by your incitement. Slightly less kind
would be the comment that although you wish to change things
you are afraid to get your hands dirty. Does that sum up your
attitude or am I wrong.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 10:54:39pm
Hmmmm...define "harmful". Harmful like the injuries caused by
the panicked exodus resulting from shouting "fire!" in a crowded
theatre, or harmful like disagreeing with you, or perhaps the
"conventional wisdom". The first action is covered by a
multitude of possibilities including intent to injure. The second
would glue us forever to one spot and disallow innovative
thinking. Harm, whether it is to reputations (libel and
defamation) of some other aspect of life, is already covered by
law. There is no need to make thought and speech illegal.
John Coochey : 28 Mar 2014 7:28:19am
Malcolm, where have I advocated total free speech? I have
already supported libel laws when properly drafted and applied I
also support laws against inciting racial hatred, I do not support
laws which allow someone to take action merely because they
are offended. To what does "getting your hands dirty" actually
apply. Simply put yet again, do you support grants based purely
on race or not?
Basil C: 28 Mar 2014 11:55:28am
John - You are getting some stuff of your chest and that may
make you feel momentarily better. However I would hazard that
the relief is short. I suggest that you would be better off in the
long run by shrugging the weight off your shoulders
permanently.
I am willing to accept that your position may stem from an
ardent belief that at hand-out mentality is hindering aboriginal
advancement. I have to say that I see no evidnce of this from
your postings. Even if this were so I would suggest that this is
an argument for aboriginal people to have amongst themselves.
Perhaps you think that there is so little privilege to go around
that other peole getting some help based on their ethnic
background is going to ruin your life. You might need tho think
about the common sense there.
I have skimmed through the comments section above and read
all your posts. I really think you need to find a quiet spot, find
the time to be honest with yourself about what it is you are
feeling and decide what to do with those feelings and opinions.
You might like to think about where they came from, when you
first felt this way and so on.
Be open with yourself and call it what it is. Then shrug it off.
I did several years ago and I can tell you it felt like I had been
wearing a lead cloak. I walk much taller now.
Nick: 27 Mar 2014 4:55:40pm
Italians ,Greeks Chinese were all subjected to forms of racism in
the 50s and 60s.They put their heads down and assimilated and
are now are respected part of a multicultural society.
We are not a racist nation Mohammad..
Just as all Muslims are not terrorists.
Dan: 27 Mar 2014 5:18:56pm
Yes... over the intervening years between the 50s and now,
more than half a century. Whereas people like you are
completely unwilling to give newcomers the chance to integrate
into Australian society.
David Kay: 28 Mar 2014 1:01:31pm
No-one should be expected to "put their heads down" when they
are subject to bigotry. That's a disgraceful suggestion.
And I'm afraid that the evidence of both history and
contemporary politics suggest that we are a deeply racist nation.
Your denial of the evidence is as ridiculous as our practice of
sending asylum seekers to brutal concentration camps and then
telling ourselves how "generous" we are. It may provide
consolation to some, but it does nothing to absolve us of our
responsibilities.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 4:56:30pm
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"Saddly for Australia, the number of educated and culturally
insightful people such as Professor Rice are out-numbered by
people like like Messrs Brandis, Bolt and Abbott"
Thanks to 5 secs and Wikipedia, I have removed your
"Saddness": you can relax knowing that we plenty of educated
and culturally insightful people.
Prior to entering Parliament, Tony Abbott studied for a Bachelor
of Economics and a Bachelor of Laws at the University of
Sydney, and later for a Master of Arts in Philosophy, Politics and
Economics as a Rhodes Scholar at The Queen's College, Oxford
George Brandis was born in Sydney. He attended Villanova
College and then the University of Queensland where he
graduated with a Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws.
Following his graduation he served as Associate to Justice
Sheahan of the Queensland Supreme Court. He was then
elected a Commonwealth Scholar and obtained a Bachelor of
Civil Law from Magdalen College, University of Oxford
Born to newly arrived Dutch migrants, Bolt spent his childhood
in remote rural areas including Tarcoola, South Australia, while
his father worked as a schoolteacher and principal. After
completing secondary school, Bolt travelled and worked
overseas before returning to Australia and starting an Arts
degree at the University of Adelaide. He left university to take
up a cadetship at The Age, ...... His time as a reporter included
a stint as the newspaper's Asia correspondent, based first in
Hong Kong and later in Bangkok. Bolt worked for the Hawke
Government on two election campaigns
AT: 27 Mar 2014 6:00:40pm
Education and cultural insight aren't the same thing, Terry.
Just like bigotry and freedom of speech aren't the same thing.
And you haven't removed anyone's sadness*, just betrayed an
unpleasant aspect of your character.
* mocking spelling? Classy.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 7:22:28pm
Considering that my whole post was about carelessness
(specifically in accusing three people of being uneducated when
a moment's research would have revealed the truth) I hoped
that any reader would realise my slight dig at "Saddly" would
have been seen as having a go at a careless slip.
The spelling elsewhere in the post was perfect - and "sad" is a
word it is difficult to misspell.
When I type, misspelled words are underlined in red: is this not
the case for everyone? All I was doing was pointing out that the
post was careless in performance as well as content.
I never mock spelling unless I know that the person has the
ability and declines to use it.
Not to be classy - just to be decent.
On the other hand, I try not to assess character either.
PS When did anyone claim that bigotry and freedom of speech
are the same thing? They are very different, but to have free
speech one must allow many bigots to speak their mind. Making
up straw-men for the sake of argument is not generally seen a
good thing.
PPS I also realise that education and cultural insight aren't the
same thing. But I had hoped readers would see that because
half the original posters statement had been easily shown to be
false, that his other claim could be doubted, even though it may
take a few more moments to research. I doubt very much, for
example, that Prof Rice has had anything like the experience of
other cultures as PM Abbott.
Basil C: 28 Mar 2014 12:02:28pm
Terry, MI said "educated AND culturally insightful" (my
emphasis). Knowledge is not wisdom.
Paul: 28 Mar 2014 12:55:05pm
Which is further proof that the standards of university education
have decreased rapidly since my day
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 1:00:59pm
Terry,
The person said "educated and culturally insightful"
Do you think the sadness relates to the educated part or the
culturally insightful part?
Can someone be educated yet culturally uninsightful?
ps. Can you consider an arts degree to be one that makes
someone educated?
David Kay: 28 Mar 2014 1:22:52pm

Unfortunately, no amount of education can compensate for their
deranged and obscene moral frameworks.
So now we're all sad again.
David Kay: 28 Mar 2014 12:48:50pm
You don't have to speculate. The answers are already in the
history books. Perhaps you should read them to see if your
speculation holds up.
Poisonous Mushroom: 27 Mar 2014 4:15:04pm
"Senator George Brandis cannot be serious about his proposed
racial vilification law."
I have no doubt that Brandis, Abbott and the rest of the
Coalition bar two or possibly three members are deadly serious
about the wording proposed for the racial vilification law. They
are riling against their chief shock jock being found guilty by a
judge for breaching the existing law. The shock jocks action
must have been right as he is a through and through lib, so the
law must be wrong, and they will show judges of all of our
courts just who now controls the law in Australia.
Typical Abbott, Brandis and Coalition thinking and action.
God save Australia from Australians.
Mark James: 27 Mar 2014 4:51:20pm
It makes you wonder if they'll amend the Corporation Act if their
man, Sinodinos falls foul of it.
Jimmy Necktie: 27 Mar 2014 4:59:35pm
"just who now controls the law in Australia"
I may be wrong, but doesn't Parliament make the laws, and
therefore "control" them?
Kangaroo Edward: 27 Mar 2014 4:15:45pm
George Brandis has failed the character test.
MJLC: 27 Mar 2014 5:07:10pm
...although there are strong grounds for thinking he's devoted
serious time and energy towards trying to pass the pub test I'm assuming, of course, that pubs do in fact sell Chardonnay by
the carafe along with a good Port, possibly a single malt ("Oh,
why ever not! The driver knows the way home anyway!"), and
perhaps finishing off with damned fine cheroot to puff on whilst
you're watching bogans from the safety of the limo have a fight
in the carpark as part of the evening's entertainment.
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 4:21:57pm
I looked at the links
1. I'm not sure the girl who called Goodes an ape meant it as
racial abuse, anymore than if she'd called him 'ugly'.
Regardless, I don't think she should have been charged with an
offense under the law. She wasn't, she did learn from it, so a
good result it seems.
2. A woman shouting racial abuse to an African man and he said
'"I thought it was really beautiful that the whole train stood up
for me". Another good result
3. Making Holocaust denial illegal, I'm not sure that achieves
much. It's such a stupid assertion why not let these people be
seen as they really are.
Most Australians manage to not racially abuse people without
the threat of it being an offence. I'm with Tim Wilson on this
one. It is not OK to racially abuse people, but we are grown up
enough to deal with it by social convention.
The test will be, do instances of racial abuse increase when the
law is changed ?. I'll bet no. And has the law decreased idiots
shooting off at the mouth and racially abusing people ?. Again
I'd say no. So in my view, it's and un-necessary law.
JoeBloggs: 27 Mar 2014 4:55:24pm
That sounds fine.
How about media personalities using it to stir up resententment
towards sub-populations of our population?
Is that appropriate? As that will be enabled by the proposed
changes will it not?
Real Skeptic: 27 Mar 2014 6:31:14pm
JoeBloggs:
I agree, an important function of the current racial vilification
law is to prevent people of influence from spreading lies to
promote bigotry. This is important as promoting bigotry lays the
foundations for possible incitement in the future. If Bolt hadn't
been lying he wouldn't have lost under the current law.
Also, in reply to your post on morality:
I never said that the morality of individuals is not subjective,
just that we should be able to reach objective standards of
morality through reasoned debate based on empathy and harm
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minimisation. In the case of self defence, of course you should
choose to subdue an assailant if possible. If it is not possible
however, killing a person who has murderous intent to save
your own life can not be considered immoral. The defender
would be the innocent victim and therefore deserves to live at
the expense of the assailant if need be. However, that does not
mean that the assailant deserves the death penalty if they
succeeded.
Obviously, the more complex and nuanced a situation, the more
difficult it would be to reach an objective view. Some things are
likely too grey to ever be classified as objectively right or wrong,
but that shouldn't stop us from establishing a list of things that
are clearly objectively wrong.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 7:30:37pm
Read the decision.
Bolt was convicted because of the "tone" of his article: the "lies"
as you call them were a few minor mistakes that made no
difference to his main point.
As it was, the decision had its desired effect.
No-one may ever query whether someone who decides that
their "race" was determined by just one of 16 or 62 or 64 of
their ancestors has done so to better themselves. No need to
have suffered any discrimination - as Bolt pointed out, nobody
could tell they were different from the mainstream. Had their
been discrimination his main point would have been
meaningless.
Nothing to do with bigotry - everything to do with protecting
those who access to funds and jobs allocated to a specific
"race".
Of course, rather than banning free speech, we could solve the
problem in another way. Ban all race based legislation and
benefits, replacing them with needs based strategies.
Real Skeptic: 27 Mar 2014 9:24:24pm
I'm afraid I don't have time to read the entire judgement, but
this is taken from the summary:
"I have not been satisfied that the offensive conduct that I have
found occurred, is exempted from unlawfulness by section 18D.
The reasons for that conclusion have to do with the manner in
which the articles were written, including that they contained
errors of fact, distortions of the truth and inflammatory and
provocative language."
So it looks like the tone was only a part of the story.
Also, it is possible to look white even if you're only 50% white. I
have a friend who is half Indian but you'd never guess it unless
you paid close attention to the shape of her features. You can't
assume that just because someone looks white, they haven't
grown up in an aboriginal household that was frequently
discriminated against.
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 10:16:21am
G'day Real Skeptic,
"objective standards of morality through reasoned debate based
on empathy and harm minimisation"
in other words entirely subjective morality determined by the
reasoned debate. Reasonable to whom? a group of people? a
society? every single person?
Objective morality is merely one or more peoples subjective
opinions based on their relative observations, and to use it in
context of this thread, there is a fair degree of subjective
morality occuring which is utterly dependent upon and only
relative to the observer in relation to the right to be a bigot
publically and/or where or not historians have a right to look at
the historical events relating to the holocaust and provide
findings which may or may not necessarily conform to current
written history on the subject.
It is also important that you realise that your view on the right
to kill in self defence are not universe or an objective morality.
As evidence of the subjective nature of your idea I'd ask you to
read the 2500 year old scripture called the Kakacupama Sutta,
where Buddha has advised passivity, specifically saying:
"Even if bandits were to carve you up savagely, limb by limb,
with a two-handled saw, he among you who let his heart get
angered, even at that, would not be doing my bidding".
This may appear strange to you and I, but that is just our
relative and subjective opinions.
Nick: 27 Mar 2014 4:59:39pm
Perfectly said whogoesthere..

I'm sick of people insinuating that Australians are racists.
We are one of the most successful multicultural societies in the
world.
This is being blown out of all proportion by those who want
governments to rule every aspect of our lives.
Exposing racists for who they are is the best way of dealing with
them.
GJA: 27 Mar 2014 5:12:36pm
Germany has had such laws as you objected to in your third
point for many years now. They may need them more than
others, but the fact remains that in the individual and collective
case of each of your points, the purpose of the law is to give
society the leverage to advance past the need for them. Much
like some of the "repeal day" revisions to the laws on the
nation's books, someday perhaps it won't be necessary and
some AG can clear them away, but meanwhile, we have such
people as deliberately make the issue a problem for others, and
the laws fulfil a purpose. It's not the stupid and ignorant we
need to be concerned about nearly as much as those who
actually know better and actively promulgate their hate.
Coogara: 27 Mar 2014 5:31:16pm
I concur with what you say. There are contexts where racist
comment is intimidating or inciting and contexts where it is not.
Let us not get too hung up on this. Far better we take the cases
of inciting and intimidating really seriously and impose hefty
goal times. In this way the legislation will be even tougher on
the Bolts of this world.
thinkandthinkagain: 27 Mar 2014 7:05:41pm
I'm not sure that I follow. So you're saying the law is inadequate
in the deterrence of racial abuse and thereby that warrants its
repeal or modification? Wouldn't ineffectiveness warrant
strengthening rather than watering down?
It is quite evident that the LNP would not waste their time with
the social/political backlash of repealing/modifying legislation
unless doing so served some sort of purpose and the LNP makes
no secret about how they find the Bolt case personally offensive
on the grounds of freedom of speech. The Bolt case has been
cited by Brandis as a profound injustice alongside his
construction of a case for the rights of individuals to be bigots.
So that gives us all a pretty clear cut idea as to the motive of
legislative change. So it follows then that any measure
introduced by the LNP does not aim to better deter racism; its
aim is to insulate bigotry from legal consequences.
There is so much law in existence which is outdated and simply
sits there untouched. There are scarcely attempts made to
repeal such legislation. Governments only bother doing so if it
serves a purpose or their own ends.
It is particularly sinister in my view that the current government
is willing to go through whatever backlash occurs for the
purpose of effecting this change. You have to admit, racism is a
pretty controversial issue to play with so nonchalantly.
Nonchalant is the wrong word though as Brandis displays clear
pride and passion for this particular legislative change. He is
most unapologetic and dismissive of the position of those who
are affected by racism or who see racial abuse as having no
place in society which is particularly poor form considering his
position as attorney general of the country.
In terms of the Bolt case, the mere fact that the government
sees no issue with overtly claiming a ruling made by the
judiciary on a point of law resulted in an unjust outcome
indicates that the government sees no issue with potentially
politicizing the courts decisions either. It will be interesting to
see how the courts will have to deal with the to-ing and fro-ing
on what is essentially an issue of human rights which is being
used as a political plaything. The change of government is the
catalyst and 'momentum' behind any movement for change
here.
The repeal of racial discrimination laws sends a pretty distinct
message to the public about where the law and more to the
point social attitudes stand on racism and bigotry in this
country. It is somewhat ludicrous to claim that we should all rest
assured that Australian vigilantes will take matters of racism in
to their own hands; this is scarce consolation for what is a
violation of peoples right to be free from harm.
It does no justice to the debate to neglect to acknowledge race
issues in society which are obvious. Not all that long ago we saw
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an Indigenous woman was tasered in the eye by a police officer
resulting in her being blinded. Let?s say that was a w
thinkandthinkagain: 27 Mar 2014 7:21:30pm
(from previous comment)let's say that was a white woman from
the north shore had been tasered in the eye by a police officer
resulting in blindness, would the media and public react any
differently do you think?
Eastern European: 27 Mar 2014 9:49:04pm
Leaving outside just a few "unimportant" details... such as the
attack with a piece of furniture with long nails sticking out which
prompted the tasering.
thinkandthinkagain: 28 Mar 2014 12:05:28pm
Eastern European;
No important details were left out by me, you simply missed the
point entirely. I posed a question about public and media
reaction to use of a taser by a trained police officer that left an
indigenous woman blinded in one eye. My question was whether
the poster believed the public and media would have reacted
differently if that woman had have been a white woman from
the north shore.
Should you wish to a add the evidently crucial piece of nailed
furniture/plastic/piece of string/fairy floss to your scenario, I fail
to see how the question changes. Given that you are so
interested in the facts of the case though, it is interesting that
you have neglected to mention the statements of witnesses that
the woman was actually a victim of police brutality. It is also
curious that you gloss over the fact that a member of the public
has been permanently blinded by a senior police constable
whom is a 'qualified taser instructor'.
Bev: While your post still missed the point, it is ludicrous to
lump permanently blinding citizens in with run of the mill police
activity. I fail to understand what point you are trying to
communicate. Is blinding a citizen ok because other people have
been abused by police?
Your nonchalance about your claim that 'people get abused all
the time' says it all really.
Interesting that Eastern European claims that the woman was
responsible for her own 'blinding' because she had a piece of
wood. Then Bev rationalises that police are out abusing all he
time thus the blinding of this woman is consistent with regular
policing patterns. Either way, the end result is the same, the
blinding of an aboriginal woman by a police officer is nothing to
write home about. Next!
Bev: 27 Mar 2014 11:01:12pm
People get abused by police all the time. Though they are less
likely to get away with it now days. By people I mean a real
cross section with those at the bottom of the heap most likely to
be abused regardless of culture.
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 1:10:32pm
thinkandthinkagain,
Nice name, try it right now.
Do you think a taser is a weapon you can intentionally aim so
well as to purposely hit someone in the eye with?
Have you ever heard of a word called "accident"?
Charles: 27 Mar 2014 4:33:12pm
Simon Rice seems to have a very low threshold for what
constitutes an offense, and an extremely high degree of
response to anyone who strays outside what he perceives as
being correct.
Picking the Adam Goodes incident as one of his prime examples
was probably not the most inspired moment he has experienced
either. In fact what happened with Adam Goodes is a good
example of how skewed 18c actually is.
When Mr Goodes was called an ape by a 13 year old, it was
uncertain in the first instance that anyone would consider it a
racist comment. If I were to call someone a silly cow (Simon
Rice for example), or a yapping chihuahua, or dumb ox, is this
being racist? I wouldn't have thought so.
However, getting back to the example, Adam Goodes took this
as a racist comment and so society turned on this girl and
condemned her from all corners of the country. She was also
interviewed alone by police for up to 2 hours without her
guardian present, and eventually had to publicly apologise after
having her face and name splashed across every media outlet in
the country as a racist.

Presumably now after all that according to Simon Rice this 13
year old racists miscreant should have been dragged before a
court of law and further punished perhaps with a jail sentence or
a hefty fine.
Speaking for myself I would rather have thought that public
reaction was not only sufficient punishment but also a bit of
overreach, and proves exactly what George Brandis is speaking
about when he maintains a polite society will always exert a
suitable standard on what constitutes freedom of speech.
Similarly with Toben, everyone condemns him without
hesitation, he can't make a comment here or anyone else
without garnering public ridicule and denouncement of
everything he says. Why put him in jail or fine him, it won't
change his mind, but it will prevent the public from exercising
their right to reject his comments as vigorously as you would
expect from them.
Consequently, there is no further requirement to have a law
which is used to bully and intimidate anyone they feel like
merely on the basis as what they might see as offense. The
Adam Goodes and Toben examples proves this in spades and
also it further confirms that Simon Rice not only does not
understand the principle of freedom of speech, he is also a clear
and present danger to it.
Dan: 27 Mar 2014 5:27:17pm
You're pretty ignorant of the past ~1000 years of race relations
if you aren't aware that primate comparisons have been widely
used to target black people by people of every nationality.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:04:56pm
The issue is not whether you think that's what it was. The issue
was the intention of the girl in question. And that should not be
an issue. Her freedom to make the remark should have been
protected.
Dove: 28 Mar 2014 11:26:34am
It was protected. She wasn't convicted of a thing.
The Jones Crusher: 27 Mar 2014 4:34:24pm
I still don't understand why denying the historical facts of the
Holocaust amount to racial vilification. It is possible to deny that
fact without saying anything about the victims. Of Course,
Toben goes too far when he denigrates the intelligence of Jewish
people who disagree with his views.
If we stick with the simple denial of historical fact as it relates to
the despicable treatment of ethnic minorities, and we define
such denial as "Racial Vilification", then people will need to be
very careful what they say about the Stolen Generations and the
Myall Creek Massacre! After all, it simply cannot be possible to
equate holocaust denial as vilification of Jewish people but then
claim that denial of the Myall Creek Massacre is not vilification of
indigenous Australians, because that would quite simply be
racism!
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 5:26:49pm
Isn't it archetypical ridiculous to believe that one can deny the
Holocaust "without saying anything about the victims" ?
You are saying something about each and every person who is
no longer here to speak for themselves by denying the means,
and the very fact of the actions of others, by which they were
deprived of their life and ability to reply you.
*
The Jones Crusher: 28 Mar 2014 12:11:07am
"You are saying something about each and every person
who is no longer here to speak for themselves by denying
the means, and the very fact of the actions of others, by
which they were deprived of their life and ability to reply
you."
Pun - you should choose your words more carefully! I am
NOT saying ANYTHING about anybody. I am asking a
question. You are overreacting to a question an creating a
logical fallacy in your rush to defend a position that may
or may not be defensible!
The simple question stands - if a person like Toben or
Irving hold an opinion that is in denial of historical fact,
and chooses to say so, then where is the racism inherent
in that statement? Note this is not a question of their
motives or possible bigotry - it is merely a question of a
person making statement about what happened in the
past, or did not happen, depending on the opinion
expressed.
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Simply stating that something didn't happen when the
evidence is to the contrary does not amount to racial slur,
and does not say anything at all about the victims of the
event at the center of the debate. If you think otherwise,
then you should present an argument rather than simply
resorting to emotive and disingenuous rhetoric.
*
Dove: 27 Mar 2014 6:06:26pm
I think I'd agree. Holocaust deniers can so simply to be shown
as be the nutters that they are. Perhaps we should also ask
ourselves how is that they get air time, column inches and book
deals? Is it just because they are sensational? Chariots of Gods
kind of sensational? Is it because their is dark money funding
them? Although for what gain I wonder. They are such a bunch
of flat earthers I just can't understand how they have an
audience.
Eastern European: 27 Mar 2014 9:54:54pm
You don't understand the mind of the jew(or-whatever-else)hater. Denying Holocaust (and other similar ideas) are not
meant to incite a debate. They are statements of defiance.
The Jones Crusher: 28 Mar 2014 12:14:31am
Dove.. I don't think there is any doubt that antisemitism is still a
problem in the world today and still sells books and provides
oxygen to crackpot denialists.
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 10:34:51am
Dove, I believe it is important to distinguish between people
seeking to deny the existence of the holocaust on socio-political
grounds and those real historians who are prepared to offer a
re-examination of the details of the holocaust using real
resources and evidence.
Much in the same way it is important to distinguish between
historians looking at the millions of germans who died and/or
were killed after the end of WW2 for various reasons, and those
who would use such information (which is not widely available)
to promote socio-political agendas.
As events in Europe over the last 20 years or so have shown
(re: the rise of nationalism and the far right) banning
information or debate allows those flat earthers to promote their
socio-political objectives. The best way to defeat them is to use
evidence, facts and open discussion.
Much like the debates between science and religion.
Dove: 28 Mar 2014 11:27:51am
Joe, how very accurate, and subtely put. Have you ever
considered a diplomatic post?
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 1:47:49pm
Dove,
Very kind of you as always.
But alas i'm a firm fence sitter and couldn't be removed from my
current post (without surgery) to take up a position on another
post.
You'd make a great dictator by the way, i'd vote for you at least.
Huonian: 27 Mar 2014 4:34:47pm
Pastor Fred Phelps was one of the world's truly great bigots.
One option was to pass a law that would, in theory at least, ban
him from being such a bigot. But in reality that would feed his
sense of martyrdom and make it even more likely he'd keep
lurking in the shadows and infecting the minds of the weak and
stupid.
Another option, taken up by Louis Theroux, was to give this idiot
airtime to demonstrate how truly mad and nasty he was. A good
dose of powerful sunshine, so to speak.
Racism can only be defeated by confronting it. As, for example,
Joe Hildebrand did in a TV series last year.
Try and win this one through litigation and what do you get?
Apart from more work for lawyers, that is.
Ursus Augustus: 27 Mar 2014 4:59:25pm
I am with the Huonian. I think we are all better off for the
Hanson phenomenon where the halfwitted bigotry and down
right pig ignorance of her and her acolytes from the political
fringes were allowed to be seen by all for just what they were.
Not a comfortable experience for the community but so what?
Who said life was all about comfort and cuddles.
If Hanson et al had been legally suppressed they probably would
have flourished under the floorboards like so many other
political extremists have done.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 7:33:39pm

Perhaps you saw Hanson's views on race that way. But they
have since been embraced as policy by the coalition, so I doubt
that you can conclude that it was a useful exercise.
But trying to silence her for her opinions would have been futile
and, worse, a threat to everyone's democratic rights.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 4:59:26pm
This raises the issue of the difference between public and
private speech.
The example of one bigot's opinion being countred in the private
sphere by another private citizen's exposure of that view to
wider scutiny is different from a government supporting the
rights of bigots to be bigotted.
Governments are not private individuals with private opinions,
but have the power to draft and propose legislation which, if
passed, binds everyone.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:07:37pm
Or unbinds everyone.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 5:52:52pm
A very good point Huonian, especially citing the example of
"Pastor" Phelps however the danger of these people is that like
Hitler they acquire followers who are prepared to put all that
hate and ignorance into action and that results in harm to
innocent people. Those people who express extreme opinions
should also be legally responsible for the actions of those who
put those opinions into action. I suspect that the supporters of
absolute freedom of speech would fight such a thing tooth and
nail because at heart they are cowards. Bolt was a coward in
that he used his safe position in the Murdoch media to attack
people who had none of his power and reach.
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 11:31:07am
Huonian,
In principle I agree with your sentiments.
The exposing of people with bigoted views publicly is effective,
re: Louis Theroux and Fred Phelps. Though this is only effective
where the exposed person fits in a niche market like Fred does.
If Louis Theroux was to attempt to take on Mr Bolts bigoted
views it would likely result in a different outcome because Mr
Bolt has a large following and the ability to broadcast to a large
population.
Malcom makes some very valid points on this topic below which
arguably tempers the core of the principle you provided us with.
I suspect it really all comes down to the ability to promote ones
views as to how much damage is caused, ie. now that the mass
media have gotten tired of Fred the bigot no one hears about
him or his bigoted views (unless they expressly search them
out) so no one is really offended by him anymore.
Similarly, perhaps if Mr Bolt is allowed to retain his bigoted
views and his right to express those views but is unable to use a
public or commercial broadcast medium to promote those
bigoted views all sides would be safely balanced.
That would of course mean governments holding private media
outlets responsible for the actions of their (private media corps)
agents though. Which is something Murdock et al would not like.
Alpo: 27 Mar 2014 4:40:07pm
The proposition is really simple: Hatred, odium, aggressiveness,
display of physical force, intimidation, threat, abuse.... always
play in favour of right-wing politicians and mass agitators.
Brandis is just trying to make their political work far easier and
costless.
Bev: 27 Mar 2014 11:05:35pm
The left never does? Dear me the media must be reporting news
from another planet.
Alpo: 28 Mar 2014 8:52:38am
"Dear me the media must be reporting news from another
planet."... Bev, the Media reported that all the pains and
suffering of Australia were to be blamed on the former Labor
Government. They are now reporting that all the pains and
suffering of Australia are to be blamed on the Labor
Opposition.... and you still believe them?
JMJ: 27 Mar 2014 4:40:33pm
Nice piece Simon. And if I may add what bigots don't
understand is that words do hurt peoples feelings especially
Holocaust survivors.
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 5:02:36pm
I knew a Holocaust survivor. Calling our detention centres
'Concentration Camps', something the apparently nice people
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do, is a disgrace. Comparing the plight of asylum seekers to
those in the Nazi Camps is a disgrace.
People might start thinking that what is happening to the
asylum seekers is the same as what happened to the Jews and
others in WW2. Know what goes on in one Concentration Camp,
know them all.
Now how's that for distorting history ?.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 5:34:23pm
Detention centres can be described as concentration camps if
the centres fit the criteria of concentrating and confining groups
of people within an area defined by barriers which prevent their
leaving.
There is no necessary logic which says that the only
concentration camps known to us were Nazi and related to the
Holocaust.
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 5:54:25pm
yes, that's the literal definition. However, 'concentration camp'
has become synomonous with the Nazi camps of WW2, and I
believe it should stay that way.
Others can disagree, that's free speech.
Pun: 27 Mar 2014 6:58:29pm
Why "stay that way"? Isn't it more of a disgrace to avert one's
eyes when something answering the "literal" description
becomes known to you?
How many categories of bystander are there?
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 10:17:29pm
I didn't say we should 'avert our eyes' to the detention centres.
However I find comparing them to Nazi death camps just plain
wrong.
I am probably over-sensitive on this. But, in say 100 years if
someone reads about a Nazi concentration camp, and a Manus
Island concerntration camp, they might think they were pretty
much the same thing. And they're not. To me it's watering down
the meaning of the word, not the literal one, the common use
one.
I am probably wrong, I hope I am.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 7:35:50pm
But they can leave.
Those detained are entitled to leave whenever they wish. They
just can't have free access to Australia.
So therefore they fail your definition of "concentration camp"
and I hope you will now cease trying to link our attempts to
maintain a sustainable refugee policy to Nazism and genocide.
David Ferstat: 27 Mar 2014 6:32:30pm
It is not accurate to describe all German internment camps in
WWII as "concentration camps".
Many of the German camps would be more accurately described
as "extermination camps", or "death camps" as this was their
express function. Some camps used to house slave labourers
could be called concentration camps, as their detainees were
housed for the purpose of exploitation, not extermination. Of
course, the end result tended to be the same, as the labourers
usually died of malnourishment, disease or overwork.
Some contemporay definitions:
The Random House Dictionary defines the term "concentration
camp" as: "a guarded compound for the detention or
imprisonment of aliens, members of ethnic minorities, political
opponents, etc."
The American Heritage Dictionary defines it as: "A camp where
civilians, enemy aliens, political prisoners, and sometimes
prisoners of war are detained and confined, typically under
harsh conditions."
Using "concentration camp" to describe Australian-run detention
centres, therefore, wouls seem fair. Detention is automatic and
open-ended. It is applied uniformly to a group of people who
have no means to contest the legality of their detention, and it
occurrs in conditions that are manifestly inadequate.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:10:52pm
Detention is only required in camps run by Australia if those in it
are determined to enter Australia. They are free to leave at any
time.
David Ferstat: 28 Mar 2014 11:58:52am
"They are free to leave at any time."
Incorrect.
Anyone detained, and subject to an adverse security
assessment,
can't
be
released
into
the
community.

Unfortunately, because of this assessment, no other country will
take them. As they usually can't be returned to their own
country, having already been assessed by DFAT as refugees,
they have nowhere they can go.
To make things even more Kafka-esque, adverse security
assessments can't be challenged in court, even if they're wrong.
So, if ASIO makes a mistake, or relies upon faulty or malicious
intelligence, it's "tough luck".
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 1:50:44pm
"can't be returned to their own country"
Really? They can't go home even if they wanted to?
Desert Woman: 27 Mar 2014 5:28:51pm
I regard the removal of humiliation, or being put down in the
vernacular, as particularly serious. It is horrible to see a kid
feeling humiliated by people they thought were their mates. It
can result in psychological harm and they have been known to
commit suicide. We don't hear about the great majority of these
cases but giving the green light to humiliation for anybody is
extraordinarily regressive. The current law was put there for a
good reason.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:11:58pm
There are civil remedies under the law. It does not require a
criminal remedy.
Desert Woman: 28 Mar 2014 8:28:07am
You appear not to understand that these laws are brought in
because a serious problem has arisen that needs to be fixed.
They do not fall out of the sky (like Knight and Dames) but are
thrashed out in a long process involving all parties. Unless all
those various parties agree that the conditions have radically
changed, the law should stay. Obviously, the parties do not so
agree.
Snufkin: 27 Mar 2014 7:32:51pm
Well, JMJ it's nice to know that I am not a bigot! Because I
understand very well that words can be hurtful. I simply
disagree with the position that because words are hurtful (or
harmful) they shouldn't be allowed public expression. In fact, for
several reasons, I think it may be better they are expressed! I
am an animal rights activist. Due to many experiences I had
when much younger, I feel strongly enough about our treatment
of animals to sometimes need to turn off the TV/radio or walk
out of a room because of casually expressed callous, ignorant
views. That does not mean I think those making them should be
prevented from doing so, though I really wish such persons
were more compassionate. Instead, I try to (gently) suggest an
alternative way of thinking about animals, depending on my
assessment of the person and the situation. Sometimes it's best
to just walk away. Have a good one.
JoeBloggs: 28 Mar 2014 11:40:10am
One of the interesting things to come out of the holocaust is the
differing attitudes relating to the victims of the holocaust.
While it became widely acknowledge that it is wrong to be a
bigot towards th Jewish people (and rightly so) other victim
groups were still widely persecuted and still are in many nations.
Even our own nation continues to persecute one group in by
denying them equality in the law.
For example between 1933 and 1945, an estimated 100,000
men were arrested as homosexuals, of whom some 50,000 were
officially sentenced. Most of these men served time in regular
prisons, and an estimated 5,000 to 15,000 of those sentenced
were incarcerated in Nazi concentration camps and leading
scholar Rudiger Lautmann believes that the death rate of
homosexuals in concentration camps may have been as high as
60%.
After the war, the treatment of homosexuals in concentration
camps went unacknowledged by most countries, and some men
were even re-arrested and imprisoned based on evidence found
during the Nazi years.
It was not until the 1980s that governments began to
acknowledge this episode, and not until 2002 that the German
government apologised to the gay community.
In 2014 in Australia homosexual men (and women) are still not
treated the same as there hetrosexual brothers and sisters.
And like you say JMJ, what bigots don't understand is that words
do hurt peoples feelings and cause real pain, holocaust survivors
... or not.
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I wonder how long our government can justify their bigoted
position?
Oaktree: 27 Mar 2014 4:57:23pm
This is a truly awful Government. The changes to freedom of
speech laws are clearly so the Joneses and Thunder-Bolts can
continue their good work in conning the gullible and encouraging
that streak in the Australian psyche that likes to cut down tall
poppies.
Bronwyn Bishop was subjected to a call of No Confidence today,
and that was thoroughly merited in my mind having watched
Question Time with a sense of morbid fascination. Unfortunately
the Opposition did not have the numbers.
There have been demonstrations againsy Abbott and his
Government all over the country - dismissed by Abbott, and
barely reported in the media. Emails of complaint do not rate an
answer. The community is being worked on by a very able
psychologist advisor, and Labor would do well to find one
themselves to counter the propositions and scare tactics that
seem to be so successful.
If media ownership is allowed to be yet more concentrated even
moderate members of society are going to have to go
"underground" to get their news.
One can only hope Australia will wake up soon and understand
what is happening to our country under this peculiar and
backward looking regime.
robert: 27 Mar 2014 4:58:20pm
It has always been my view that these race laws were designed
to put down white Australians and therefore has always had
prejucial action against Australians. This was Labor party
intention ever since Whitlam.
It is of course outragous and the sooner they're gone the better
but never forget who championed them..the Australian Labor
party.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 7:38:35pm
Until I hear that someone has been convicted for blaming all
"white" people for alleged offences committed some generations
ago, I am with you.
I am personally offended by such claims, as are many others.
And I'm pretty sure that more than one my great greats was
"white" and I haven't even claimed one grant targeted at my
race".
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:14:33pm
Quite right. You and Robert have hit at the heart of this issue.
Dove: 28 Mar 2014 12:03:17pm
I'd suggest that rather than trying to put down white
australians, they are trying to protect minorities from white
australians. A subtle difference about trying to protect the weak
from the strong, the minority from the majority.
noirmoi: 27 Mar 2014 5:02:17pm
I find it interesting that we, collectively, exhibit such fragility in
our sensitivities that we revert to legislation for some protection.
Legislation must be the most imperfect form of protection we
have, being almost exclusively retrospective in its operation.
Legislation requires time to impose revision of behaviour on our
collective behaviour. Education of the masses must be a priority
Interesting to note school children have learned mutual respect
in religious terms through a program acronym of RUA, as a
proactive result of community leaders after a school girl was
religiously slurred by bus passengers
It may take time, but bigotry is always a heavy rock to roll, and
the delusions of our elders aren't transformed overnight (eg
disability and gender issues).
Legislation is a part of, but never the whole answer. And,
clearly, racism is only one aspect of bigotry.
Remember Pauline Hanson's parliamentary blurb? What a
beautiful wake-up call that was, and the ensuing outrage and
dynamic discussions did more to reveal the shallowness of the
ideas, than any amount of legislation.
The question is: are we mature enough to have a sensible
debate on the issues without retreatng cowardly behind highly
flawed legislation.
DC: 27 Mar 2014 5:04:18pm
The one positive thing about allowing almost carte blanche free
speech is that it's easier to see who the loonies are if they're not
censoring themselves. Let them hand the noose around their
own necks.

Better to know what they really think, to know the real state of
play then to pretend it's better than it is. Better opportunity to
educate one's children as to the dangers of uncritical thinking as
applied to certain extreme points of view.
I may not like the beliefs that certain people hold but, to some
extent I'd rather know the harsh realities rather than live in a
fantasy land where everyone has opinions and beliefs that fall
within the legislated boundaries.
I also don't think it's fair that certain people, based on their job
titles, are allowed to have exemptions. That just seems to stack
any argument in favour of who has a press badge or is a
member of parliament. Somewhat contrary to what I've said
above, those with the largest sandbox should possibly be more
restricted in what they're permitted to say publically than those
with a limited audience.
As per an early episode of South Park, there are people who'll
be offended by very trivial topics of discussion based on their
personal experiences, so any legislation or laws based on people
being offended are very subjective and therefore, need to either
be very specifically worded or not legislated against at all.
I think I've contradicted myself enough, needless to say it's a
very complex issue in which no instance can necessarily be
treated using another instance as precedent.
Coogara: 27 Mar 2014 5:19:20pm
It would seem an issue of debate is what incites and intimidates
and perhaps is best seen in the context in which it occurs. A
group of people hurling racist insults at an individual seems to
me to be an act of intimidation. A radio personality providing
bigoted biased views about a person or a group (aka Bolt)
should be perceived as inciting. Acts of this nature should have
a mandatory goal sentence.
We need free speech which by definition should bring
responsibility to provide informed factual statements. Therefore
the issue of whether it insults, offends or humiliates should not
come into the equation provided that it is indeed an informed
debate.
FlapDoodle: 27 Mar 2014 5:25:26pm
The chief law officer of the land says bigotory is OK and
apparently ventures that such an attitude is part of the
Australian character, to be expected from the Australian people
and perhaps celebrated. Maybe in his values, but not in mine.
Today, a member of the Federal parliament has been expelled
from the House for addressing the Speaker as 'Madam Speaker'.
What is offensive in the term 'Madam'?
jennbrad: 27 Mar 2014 5:59:48pm
Maybe she thought he was alluding to her as the manager of a
house of ill repute? (Which she is, of course.)
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:16:53pm
Did he say bigotry was ok? I haven't bothered to listen to the
clip, but I suspect he said no such thing. I suspect he said it was
a right. Very very different.
David Kay: 28 Mar 2014 12:01:57pm
No, he didn't. And I'm not saying that because I support Brandis
- he's clearly just another corrupt spiv selling his political
influence to the highest bidder. But he just didn't say that. He
said that bigotry should not be unlawful.
Bolt is plagued with a demented, pathological fear of outsiders
that leads him to the most vile ignorance and snivelling bigotry.
No decent, thinking person doubts that and no decent thinking
person would shake his hand, let alone associate with him. But
he still has exactly the same rights as everyone else.
When did we become such a bunch of prissy, delicate little wallflowers, prancing around demanding that anyone who offends
us must be locked up? It's pathetic.
FlapDoodle: 27 Mar 2014 5:26:53pm
The chief law officer of the land says bigotory is OK and
apparently ventures that such an attitude is part of the
Australian character, to be expected from the Australian people
and perhaps celebrated. Maybe in his values, but not in mine.
Today, a member of the Federal parliament has been expelled
from the House for addressing the Speaker as 'Madam Speaker'.
What is offensive in the term 'Madam'
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 7:40:17pm
I don't believe he said it was OK. I think he said that bigots
have a right to free speech.
As do many others who I find annoying. Truthers, for one.
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twobob49: 27 Mar 2014 5:27:57pm
Thanks Simon for a really clear article on this issue. It is almost
as if this government is determined to take us back to a past
that we have been determinedly trying to leave behind for a
multitude of very good reasons. A past where it was acceptable
to put people down on the basis of race while claiming not to be
racist, a past where minority groups should have been grateful
that we provided some help etc. I think Brandis stated on the
ABC earlier this week that untruth was not ok in commercial
transactions, so he recognises the limit to free speech where
money is concerned. No such limit to bullying, offensive and
untruthful assertions against other people, providing it does not
incite others to do them harm. It looks like the dollar rules while
the advancement of social inclusiveness, which includes being
truthful and respectful about each other, comes off second at
best. To say that we have the right to say just about anything
about someone else, no matter how it makes them feel, takes
us back to the age where bullies ruled the playground. Come on
Australia, lets grow up. It is possible to have robust discussion
without the use of offensive, abusive and untruthful language,
though we will have to leave juvenile ways behind, and while
some are finding that hard the push must always to become
more inclusive and respectful, not less, and our laws should
reflect this, not take us back to the past we are trying to leave
behind.
Jay Somasundaram: 27 Mar 2014 5:30:08pm
With slander and libel, truth is a defence. The problem I find
with the racial vilification laws is that truth is not a defence.
And with regards to Bolt, what should shame him and his
supporters most is that his statements were without any regard
for the truth. The issues he was raising were valid issues, but he
truly blew his credibility by not checking his facts.
David Ferstat: 27 Mar 2014 7:42:59pm
"The problem I find with the racial vilification laws is that truth is
not a defence."
Incorrect. Section 18D - Exemptions of the Racial Discrimination
Act 1975 reads in part:
"Section 18C does not render unlawful anything said or done
reasonably and in good faith:...
(c) in making or publishing:
(i) a fair and accurate report of any event or matter of public
interest; or
(ii) a fair comment on any event or matter of public interest if
the comment is an expression of a genuine belief held by the
person making the comment."
In other words, if you can demonstrate that what you are saying
is fair and accurate, you are automatically safe from S18C.
"And with regards to Bolt, what should shame him and his
supporters most is that his statements were without any regard
for the truth. The issues he was raising were valid issues, but he
truly blew his credibility by not checking his facts."
And this is why he fell foul of 18C. If his statements HAD been
accurate, he would have had, under 18D, an automatic defense
against 18C.
Bev: 27 Mar 2014 11:11:30pm
18c is subjective not objective and as such it is bad legislation
because it can be interpreted any way the judge wishes.
Alpo: 28 Mar 2014 11:56:51am
Bev, with all respect, which legislation can't "be interpreted any
way the judge wishes"? Remember the Thomson's case: Why is
legal prostitution not an appropriate form of entertainment? Is
the answer: "It is not", objective or subjective?
David Ferstat: 28 Mar 2014 12:01:34pm
"18c is subjective not objective and as such it is bad legislation
because it can be interpreted any way the judge wishes."
And 18D is not. If you can demonstrate that what you have said
is fair and accurate, then you AUTOMATICALLY get a defense
against a prosecution brought under 18C. That's what 18D is
for.
Terry: 27 Mar 2014 7:51:24pm
That is the whole point: his argument was not considered.
He was convicted because a judge dislike his tone.
That he should have checked his facts is a given, but many
journalists are careless. Even the ABC. That is not an offence in
itself, and I fail to see how confusing a father and grandfather
warrant conviction.

stephen: 27 Mar 2014 5:33:46pm
Why would we, though, want to scrap this new free-speech
proposal so that Tobin cannot say what he wants ?
Of course he's wrong and stupid, but to enact a deference of
free speech because fools rush in is in effect, a blight on every
decent person who doesn't want to hurt others with what they
say, but then has to send every second sentence to the cleaners
just in case an opinion gets wrongly said.
If Bolt should not be the impetus to unnecessary change, then
Tobin shouldn't be allowed anywhere near an example other
than idiocy ... free speech will make us decide the truth of
matters.
Everybody knows that the Holocaust happened and that the
subsequent generations of the victims do not wish to be
reminded of the ignorance and hatred of people like Tobin.
But they and we know that Tobin is a fool ; and he's wrong, and
these two are enough to discount him and his subject matter
outright ... but to withhold legislation that will maintain free
speech is also wrong.
If hate speech becomes common, then the ointment should be
not less speech, but more.
Marflo: 27 Mar 2014 5:34:05pm
It is amazing that in the community, the AFL and other sporting
organisations, as well as schools, have worked hard to create a
civil place for sport to be played, students to coexist etc. It
shows you how two faced this mob is that they can accuse their
opposition of debasing standards, when what Brandis is
proposing is virtually opinion and fiction be treated not even as
equal to the truth. He is actually celebrating opinion over truth
and encouraging people like Bolt to vent their spleen
unimpeded. I guess this means that going to the footy could
become a verbal cesspit with race one of the triggers for
animosity.
Androyd: 27 Mar 2014 5:37:02pm
From today's paper: "something seems more than a bit fishy
about focusing all our free speech efforts on eradicating the
quite weak protection that exists for some of the most
vulnerable people in our society, and leaving the rest of us, the
rich and powerful, fully protected." Amen. To see Brandis doing
this while encouraging Chris Kenny to get all huffy and outraged
with the ABC disgusts me.
Cautionary Stone: 27 Mar 2014 5:44:49pm
My brothers and I are all of Aboriginal descent. We all have
university degrees. One even has a PhD. He took advantage of
his indigenous status and has no HECS or HELP debts, whereas I
did not claim anything and paid my fees in full. I find his actions
pathetic and disgraceful. He really did not require any additional
assistance because of his Aboriginality. In fact none of us are
easily identifiable as Aboriginal and the only racism I ever
encountered was when I was once called a "Boong" in primary
school. Andrew Bolt would have loved my family as a case in
point. There are thousands of people rorting the system which is
designed to assist those that have been disadvantaged, simply
because there is no assessment of disadvantage to claim
benefits. All that is required is the right racial identification.
Perhaps I am leaning on my Aboriginality here to get something
that I could not get if I had no Aboriginal blood. If I were only of
European descent I would be vilified for telling this story. I think
all Australians should have the right to express how they feel
about issues like this.
reality bites: 27 Mar 2014 7:25:31pm
Well written, it just goes to show there is always an exception to
every stereotype. My indigenous relatives have all made there
way in society without government grants, and they come from
a remote area, i believe it has a lot to do with how you are
parented and what values you attain along the way. If you want
to get caught up in the blame game you can or you can just
move forward with your life.
whogoesthere: 27 Mar 2014 10:23:53pm
I have a friend like you. She doesn't look Aboriginal so has
never suffered racism. She doesn't tick the ATSIC box on forms,
and while not ashamed of her Grandfather, just doesn't see his
ethnicity as having any revelance to her.
She has had a 'normal' upbringing and never suffered
disadvantage so felt no need for anything from the Government.
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I expect there are many people like you and her, but you don't
make a fuss, so go unseen.
aGuy: 27 Mar 2014 5:49:55pm
The challenge is what can the government do if someone is
sounding like a conspiracy theorist yet they happen to be
correct.
Yet there are ideas on other topics such as John Howards
knowing there where no WMD's, ideas that Indigenous
Australians may be rorting systems, climate change mythology
and so much more.
Even the recent story of asylum seekers being burnt could have
the government denying it and therefor censoring. The offended
race would be the Australian people.
Truth is highly debatable. Truth is not what you believe.
The right to question and doubt is highly important to me. I
completely disagree with any holocaust denier and many stories.
That does not mean I should make them shut up. I should
instead reveal the weakness of their arguments and make them
look like an idiot.
Section 18 made things illegal based on offense. It was far too
weak making too many things risky to say.
5hadowman: 27 Mar 2014 5:53:22pm
Freedom of speech should not extent to vilification or profanity
in a public arena. Never has there been so little respect for the
elderly or understanding of culture. Wars have divided nations
but that was when there was something worth fighting for.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 7:04:18pm
I have a god idea. Let's make a list of every belief that is rooted
in bigotry or causes offense and ban them all.
Think of the benefits. We wouldn't have to listen to holocaust
deniers. We wouldn't have to listen to the racist rants of poorlyraised bogans on public transport. We wouldn't have to listen to
Mr Abetz's views on refugees. We wouldn't have to listen to Mr
Abbott talk about women. And we wouldn't have to listen to
priests that belong to the largest organized paedophile network
in human history tell us that gay people are a risk to children.
Let's just ban the lot and we can all just sit around in inoffensive
silence.

*

Chrism: 27 Mar 2014 5:56:22pm
There are two fundamental questions here:
1) what speech is acceptable in a free democratic
country?
2) what is the best way of policing unacceptable speech?
My view is that, in a democracy, people must be allowed
to express their opinions and beliefs no matter how ill
informed or idiotic they may be. If those views cause
offence or insult to someone, well, so be it. There are lot's
of views I find deeply offensive and dangerous, but in a
free democracy I have no right to tell others they cannot
hold them or to be insulated from them
Many of the beliefs we now hold to be almost sacred
truths were once regarded as both idiotic and offensive,
beliefs like the equality of men and women, or that men
descended from apes. Our society can only develop if
people are free to discuss and debate with passion.
The author finds the silencing of Toben acceptable. To me
it is unconscionable. Toben deserves to be ridiculed, not
silenced. He has a right to put his case.
I am far less approving of speech which is offensive
simply for the sake of being offensive. I don't find this
acceptable at all. Getting in someone's face and shouting
insults and derogatory remarks is just plain wrong. Mind
you, it is just plain wrong whether the attack is race
based or sex based or because the victim is disabled,
ugly, stupid or works for an institution that the attacker
hates or because of her beliefs. Singling out racism as the
only area that needs action seems bizarre.
The question is then what do we do about. There are
many people who, when they see an ill in society,
immediately want the government to fix it, to ban the bad
behaviour. That is not always the best way. Once the
heavy and inflexible hand of the law gets involved, the
process can cause far more damage than the original
problem. it also lacks subtlety and can miss the
underlying reality in any situation.

There are many behaviours that cause far more damage
to other people than insulting and offending them.
Adultery,
selfishness,
dishonesty
in
personal
relationships, alcoholism, using and manipulating other
people etc. The list is long and everyone can write a long
list of other peoples behaviour that isn't illegal but has
hurt them badly.
In a free country you are allowed to behave badly and it
is social condemnation that prevents it from getting out
of hand. When it comes to offensive behaviour I believe
that social pressure is a far more effective and sensible
tool for controlling it than the law, but I am amenable to
sensible evidence based argument on this issue.
As for the expression of views and opinions, not matter
how wrong or offensive, the law should have no role
whatsoever. In a democracy, debate is the way to sort
out the good and the bad. It is simply far to dangerous to
let the government or their agents limit what ideas we
can express.

*

Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 6:18:01pm
Yes but what if that unrestrained free speech leads to people
being harmed, do you then make the people inciting the action
responsible or do you only punish those who followed the
direction that the free expression led them in.
Chrism: 27 Mar 2014 8:52:54pm
Malcolm you ask "if that unrestrained free speech leads to
people being harmed, do you then make the people inciting the
action responsible or do you only punish those who followed the
direction that the free expression led them in"
That depends on what is said. I have no problem with
incitement to violence being a criminal offence. That's got
nothing to do with whether the victim is targeted for their race
or for some other reason. A person who encourages others to
hunt down and beat up on rich kids is just as guilty of a
punishable offence as some one who encourages attacks on
Asians.
If on the other hand someone says "rich kids make me sick,
they leach off the workers and contribute nothing," or if they
say "Asians are coming here and buying are homes and taking
our jobs," and if someone else hears this and takes it on
themselves to go and beat up on someone, then the original
speaker bears no responsibility for the crime. People are
responsible for their own actions, not those of others.
It is the violence which is the wrong not the reason for doing it.
Malcolm: 28 Mar 2014 2:29:27pm
And what of the lie of the children overboard claim by the
Howard government which led to the massive denigration of
refugees we now see - should the government minister who
claimed that be held legally responsible?
My view is that they should just as people like Bolt and others
use a unproven statement about people falsely claiming benefits
because they falsely claim to be indigenous. That also leads to
harm to their reputations through unwarranted public
denigration, but I suppose, in your view, they are just supposed
to get over it. Of course by asking them to do so you quite
happily align yourself with Bolt and his supporters aims. Does
that make you happy.
Hudson Godfrey: 27 Mar 2014 6:16:46pm
I think it's a pity that such a great opportunity to articulate
what's wrong with the kind of racial undertones expressed in the
Bolt writings that got us to this point isn't fully exploited here
because when you look at it more carefully an appropriate case
was made and a correct use of the act made. Funnily enough it
was in part the sense that minority groups having less of a voice
than mainstream media that got us to this point yet when given
the chance for bad speech to be met with better speech I feel to
some extent the chance has gone begging.
I agree with Simon Rice that the act isn't broken and for that
reason doesn't need fixing. I only wish he'd use this debate to
educate my fellow Australians, many of whom I know disagree
with this, about how denigration affects aboriginal people.
I could write more, and in recent days I have, but I'm still
explaining stuff from a white person's standpoint, and the truth
I believe matters is that if Bolt's opinion of how aboriginal
communities regard their heritage is invalid then judge me on
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the merits of my argument as you may I am not as fully the
person to make this case as Simon is.
Arguments from race or skin colour have no merits I'll say that
much and leave you with the thought that although the law
could seems to appeal to matters as trivial as offence it wasn't
used that way, and neither racism nor the race discrimination
act are trivial.
Disraeli: 27 Mar 2014 6:18:41pm
Prior to Labor's Racial Vilification law ... was there any instance
of racial hatred incitement here?
Why was it deemed essential?
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 7:10:30pm
Of course there was. Racial vilification was John Howard's
primary re-election strategy.
Clancy: 27 Mar 2014 6:21:37pm
I'm flabberghasted by some of the things that are coming from
our 'there'll be no surprises' government. Where did this
proposal and the reintroduction of Knights and Dames come
from?
Sadly, all I can see this ammendment will do is empower the
bullies.
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 6:53:12pm
And you are surprised why?
Damian: 27 Mar 2014 6:42:01pm
So now I have to ask permission to express an opinion.
Give me the liberty to speak and from there I will defend all
other liberties.
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 6:42:43pm
Why do people bother trying to go through all these ridiculous
mental convolutions to try to justify banning offensive speech?
Why don't they just acknowledge that they oppose freedom of
expression?
Malcolm: 27 Mar 2014 7:55:50pm
No you have missed the point. I just demand that the people
responsible for the use of freedom of speech accept the ultimate
responsibility for what their statements cause - not the people
who carry out the actions they incite. It might have stopped
Hitler before we got WW2. It might even stop Bolt and others
leading this crusade against the apocryphal sins of indigenous
people, or the crusades of others against refugees. In other
words they must be brave enough to take responsibility something I note that Bolt and some of his supporters aren't.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:25:01pm
Other laws allow all this to happen Malcolm, and no suppression
of free speech is required.
David Kay: 28 Mar 2014 11:48:16am
No, you have missed the point because you know nothing of
history. But lot's of people think like you. You claim to "believe"
in freedom of speech, but only on the subjects and in the ways
that you allow. I guess that totalitarian inclinations are never far
from the surface for any of us. By the way, you don't really
think that a few regulations might have stopped Hitler do you?
Because that's a little bit unhinged. Incidentally, you would have
been standing alongside him - and the Taliban, for that matter with your views on the right to freedom of speech.
Malcolm: 28 Mar 2014 2:44:56pm
" ... you know nothing of history. But lot's of people think like
you."
Hmm ... a rather rash assumption and factually not unlike Mr
Bolt and his supporters' unproven claims about people of
indigenous descent rorting benefits. All I ask is that he and his
supporters here name the people and present the evidence and
yet they don't or can't.
One doesn't need to have an encyclopedic knowledge of history
to ask that question and expect an answer, nor does one have
to accept that the inciters of hatred and bigotry should get off
scot free from being held responsible while the blame for any
action is shifted to their silly followers. But then Mr Bolt has the
safety of the Murdoch empire from which to make the erroneous
claims he was found to have done and people continue to
suggest that he was a victim of censorship.
Mr Bolt is paid to write an opinion piece that encourages people
who are calculated to think like he supposedly does to buy the
paper he writes for and that is the extent of the philosophical
honesty of his input. If people's reputations are harmed in that

process the only concern he and his employers have is did sales
rise.
Michael: 27 Mar 2014 6:59:23pm
This article is absolute nonsense. Outside of Commonwealth law,
there are also ample state laws that provide for cases where
someone has been assaulted through the use of abusive/foul
language at someone in public. The police can issue a verbal
warning, a move on notice or initiate a more formal charge. It is
doubtful whether the legislation as it exists would even achieve
what the author here is suggesting is being lost by the proposed
changes. What we do know is that the law captures legitimate
speech (albeit inaccurate and offensive to some) and stifles
freedom of speech - as in the peculiar result arising from the
Bolt case. Whatever is intended by these kinds of laws
ultimately they fail to transform the condition of the human
heart - which is where racism, bigotry etc come from.
Legislation will never catch thought crimes let alone change a
person's heart or whatever dribbles from someone's mouth.
Snufkin: 27 Mar 2014 7:02:07pm
Thanks for the article.
First, not every Jewish person thinks "holocaust denial" ought to
be an offence. Have you ever wondered why some of the very
countries with the strictist laws seem to produce the greatest
number of repulsive neo-nazis? How many similar ignorant nazi
thugs do we have here? Honestly, are we being overrun by
clownish idiots in hooded robes? Did jailing Tobin change his
views?
The less oxygen these hateful people are given as martyrs the
better. Consider the Bolt case. How much more effective might
it have been if some of the well-educated and intelligent people
who felt insulted by him had been given a chance, perhaps on
ABC national TV, to refute his offensive claims and errors of fact.
Instead, the public has been left, rightly or not, with an
impression that to question the authenticity of any australian
identifying as indigenous is legally risky. This is also offensive.
At least as offensive as Bolt himself. If a person feels offended,
that is where discussion should start, not end. Bolt makes his
living from being offensive. It is a very dumbed down response
in my view to try to silence him for being that way when there
are other more effective options available. He could have been
prosecuted for defamation
In any case, I will continue to disagree with any law which
attempts to publicly silence anyone solely for being offensive.
For insulting or humiliating another.
Intimidation is different. Cases such as the screaming bigot
threatening to cut off a woman's breasts can be addressed
under assault laws. Ditto homophobic, threatening Nazis
If people are defamed, that can be dealt with through our
relevant laws. Some of the damages in such cases could then be
placed into a fund designed to assist all those without the means
to litigate against the powerful
This whole discussion has been ?deliberately? dumbed down in
many ways, apparently to a noisy prevailing belief that to claim
one is offended is now an argument in itself. It isn't. It is where
the discussion should start
Have a good one.
Alpo: 27 Mar 2014 7:59:39pm
That's an interesting post Snufkin. I do agree that this issue is
complex and that there are murky areas. But my concern is
about power, asymmetry in power and the consequences of
exerting such power in asymmetry. Bolt (or anybody else in his
position) has a massive advantage (power) over the common
citizen. If he decides to enact such power, the effects on the
common citizen could be socially and psychologically
devastating. Unless the citizen can compensate the power
asymmetry (= fight back), the effects of the damage could
escalate (to suicide in the most extreme of cases: not so
uncommon in cases of bullying). I don't think we can dismiss
this problem, especially if viewed from the perspective of the
victim.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 11:29:04pm
Right if response gained through threat of civil action for
defamation would adequately achieve what you are talking
about. No need to rob our entire society of the right to speak
freely.
Alpo: 28 Mar 2014 8:55:48am
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"No need to rob our entire society of the right to speak
freely."... I don't think that that's in anyone's agenda, not on
the left side of politics anyway.
Mitor the Bold: 27 Mar 2014 8:13:06pm
This debate isn't about whether being aboriginal is qualification
enough for preferential treatment, or whether being aboriginal is
simply matter of saying so. It's about whether someone can use
misinformation to malign someone else for malevolent purposes.
The reason we have welcomed the trouncing of our rights and
privileges in recent years by the encroachment of 'national
security', while our view of one another as illegals, benefits
cheats, pretend-aboriginals or general chancers has exploded is
because our leaders have created a faint air of crisis - we feel
insecure and vulnerable.
In such an environment of irrational fear the government can
easily whip-up bogan frenzy and therefore get away with yet
more cultural erosion. We have truly become Bogan Nation coarse, unsympathetic, bigoted and cruel, but with one hand out
for a handout.

*

Fredrick Toben: 27 Mar 2014 8:16:06pm
I find some of the commentary insightful while others are
fatuous -rubbish.
It is important for individuals, for example, to know the
truth of an allegation made against their parents and that
is what I have done on a full-time basis for over two
decades now. As a German-born Australian I take it as
my right openly to enquire into this official Holocaust
narrative for truth content. I now consider the allegation
contained within the official orthodox Holocaust-Shoah
narrative to be an expression of racial hatred against
Germans.
As a teacher I encouraged and delighted in watching
enquiring minds adopt the Socratic method - to ask
questions about anything. I would discuss anything at all
but then impose a moral imperative on such discussions,
i.e. that it be done in a civilised manner, something I
have also personally abided by. There is not one
Revisionist who has been known to become rude or
violent.
Then the moral lesson emerges: Know about everything
there is to know about life BUT do not do everything in
life.
If an accusation is levelled against you, your family, your
clan, your people, your country, then ask questions and
start that usually painful process of seeking the truth. For
those who seek scapegoats instead of doing hard and
often painful thinking and research, in particular Jewish
scapegoats, I formulated the maxim: Don't only blame
the Jews, also blame those that bend to their pressure.

*

Coogara: 27 Mar 2014 9:52:26pm
Frederick - The fact a discussion might be insulting or
humiliating to people should not exclude it being fully explored.
The responsibility of free speech is that statements are
researched and thus informed rather than be simply ideological
rhetoric.
Indeed society is full of myths and it is important for our
advancement to analyse these myths and come to a more
accurate understanding of what really happened.
get real: 28 Mar 2014 11:36:27am
My dear Coogara, I agree with your comments-I am most
interested in the 'no holocaust myth', having studied this at
some length. I guess people simply disappear all the time-it is
about how many and where they go! But when the evidence is
overwhelming eg the earth is round or gravity makes things fall
down not up, most people are reasonable accepting that as
fact(s). GR
Alpo: 27 Mar 2014 10:29:52pm
"I now consider the allegation contained within the official
orthodox Holocaust-Shoah narrative to be an expression of
racial hatred against Germans."... I would love to see your list of
cases of racial vilification against Germans resulting in
ostracism, loss of jobs, negative discrimination in public places,
withdrawal of rights, an instigation to publicly offend Germans.

Please list the cases of German immigrants in Australia who
have suffered more than any other immigrant, because they
were German rather than Italian or Japanese or Russian or
Chinese or Vietnamese or Cambodian and now Arab Muslims. As
a personal experience I know the case of a holocaust survivor (a
Rumanian Jew, survivor of the Auschwitz concentration camp )
owner of a car repair business, who regularly praised the quality
of German-made car pieces. Years ago, he sold the business to
a Chinese gentleman, married to a German lady, and one day
she told me how kind the previous owner was to her. Which
surprised her, given that she was aware of his past.... I hope
you learn something from this little true story.....
Nobody is blaming young living Germans for anything.... but the
memory must not fade away, and it must not be blurred by lies
and revisionism. On this point, I am one with the Jews.
Coogara: 28 Mar 2014 7:59:16am
Alpo - "I am one with the Jews"
Alpo, the danger in this statement is that you have embraced an
ideology. Scholarship on the other hand would suggest we pose
hypotheses and seek evidence and allowing (as opposed to
dismissing) evidence to inform. Fredrick Toben has fallen into
the ideological trap in seeking to exonerate Germans. Climate
deniers are just another ideological group. There are the posters
here who use claims lacking any evidence to deny support to
First Australians.
Free speech is very much about enhancing the socio economic
life of a country by providing debate informed by facts, research
and other available evidence. That informed debate insults or
humiliates some people and groups should not be an issue.
What has happened, has happened so let us not hide anything
just because people feel uncomfortable about it.
Alpo: 28 Mar 2014 9:10:19am
Coogara, Please provide the full quote. This is what I wrote: "On
this point, I am one with the Jews.". It's on this issue that I am
sympathetic, on others I am more critical, such us the Likud's
approach to a permanent and stable solution for the
Palestinians. Also, "Jews" is not an "ideology", it's just an ethnic
identity. There is great variability of political opinions among the
Jews.
As for the rest of your post, I actually agree with you!
harvey: 27 Mar 2014 8:52:11pm
Once the WA election is over, all this hesitation will be out the
window.
The budget will be a b*tch, David Irvine will be invited to speak
to our right wing thinktanks, Christopher Monckton will become
the new Minister for Science having emigrated and taken
citizenship as a guest of Gina, Canberra will become a sister city
to Colombo, and asylum seekers will be invited to go home or
set off in orange lifeboats for South America.
My crystal ball never lies.
Alex: 27 Mar 2014 10:06:30pm
I'm not overly political - I would say indifferent to apathetic to
be honest. But my hypothetical question is: what would have
happened regarding the riots in Sydney a few years ago fuelled
or whatever by a certain radio personality under the banner
"Australian". So extending that line of reasoning: what happens
in the case of one dogmatic believer/follower inciting another
equally intolerant dogmatic follower to do violence because of
differing belief systems. TBH I don't see the difference as
intolerance/bigotry/hatred/racism is about belief system that is
deviant. So will these laws protect or constrain these people ()
the so-called hurt feelings repercussions) thus somewhat
protecting the community, minorities, disadvantaged, etc. from
the spectre of bullying, harassment, intimidation and even
violence that follows this watering down.
Just wondering as I do not want to see that in Australia
intolerance is now tolerable - how can that enhance a civil
society. How is that showing the good old Aussie fair go for all. I
don't get it to be honest.
LTFC1: 27 Mar 2014 10:34:48pm
Don't you just love this debate and an article written by one of
those Law Reform and Social Justice supporters is the icing on
the cake. The other day I was required to fill out a form for an
upcoming medical treatment and part of the form required that I
give some of my personal details for the benefit of the Bureau of
Statistics. This wasn't a problem for me until I came upon the
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box which read 'Race'! Now the difficult part went something
along these lines, "are you" Aboriginal/TSI/Not Stated/Other
and although I pondered upon these options for some time I
couldn't actually find my 'Race'. I suppose sometime ago it
would have been those other races which were missing but
given 'Law Reform' and 'Social Justice' have helped balance the
books so to speak, it seems only fair that my race not be
mentioned. Of course I could take offense at not being
identifiable and ask for some 'Law Reform' and 'Social Justice'
but that would almost certainly see me labelled a 'Redneck' or
'Racist' maybe even a 'bigot'. I'm so glad we live in a country
which allows free speech for Aboriginals, Muslims, Indians,
Illegal Immigrants, Homosexuals, Lesbians, Law Reformists,
Social Justice Advocates and a multitude of other minority
groups within our society. By the way I almost forgot to mention
people like myself who actually have an opinion on many of
these groups but due to the imbalance of our system of 'free
speech' I am unable to speak my mind for fear of being labelled.
Aussie Sutra: 27 Mar 2014 10:43:49pm
I am highly offended by this article. Of course all free people
should have the right to think and say what they like as long as
it is not going to cause damage in the social sphere. If a person
wishes to deny the German WW 2 event called 'the holocaust',
that is their right. If a person wishes to deny that Barack Obama
is legally the US President, that is their right. If a person wishes
to deny that the sky is blue, that is their right. As long as that
person is not inciting violence they may think and speak as they
wish as a human right. The issue of defamation is separate and
can be fought in civil courts at any time, with a need to show
damages on the part of the plaintiff. This rubbish as applied in
nations such as Austria and Canada where it is even illegal to
ask questions about facts pertaining to the German event needs
to be challenged internationally, and I for one think that the
government of Australia appears to be unwittingly doing the
right thing in this case.
Jimmy Necktie: 28 Mar 2014 7:36:37am
"and Canada where it is even illegal to ask questions about facts
pertaining to the German event "
I don't believe that to be the case.
Simon: 27 Mar 2014 10:52:31pm
This government will continue to control our freedom over the
internet unless it meets their agenda 21 commitments. This
Freedom of speech amendment is another distraction while we
continue to lose other freedoms. Open your eyes Australia.
ardy: 28 Mar 2014 8:28:55am
Simon: Most of us are either too stupid or too asleep to care
about the loss of freedoms that have allowed drop kick
governments to get their grubby, ideological hands on.
Damian: 27 Mar 2014 10:57:31pm
How about we all start burning books? That should make us all
feel civilised and superior.
We don't want any dangerous ideas spreading through society.
These modern digital version of book burners are pathetic.
Mitor the Bold: 27 Mar 2014 11:08:49pm
Personally, I'm more concerned about our parliamentarians
telling lies to voters than I am about people calling each other
names. The average voter now believes asylum seekers who
arrive by boat are 'illegal', that tax is a punishment for success
and that climate change is crap, among a litany of other
falsehoods. This offends me far more than someone like Bolt
questioning my cultural allegiances.
He would have been hung by his own petard if not for this silly
court case. Let idiots say stupid things if they want - is anyone
really offended just because a foamy-mouthed bigot spouts
foamy-mouthed bigotry?
Jimmy Necktie: 28 Mar 2014 7:38:05am
I agree Mitor, except climate change, I think the vast majority
accept climate change even if few of them bother to understand
it.
struck dumb: 27 Mar 2014 11:32:11pm
So, holocaust denial as exhibited by Fredrick Toben would be
allowed; what about the comments that started the australia
Day riots in Sydney? What about the slabs of meat comment
when describing how Australian girls dress? Those comments
were deliberately made, and the intention was to upset,
humiliate, intimidate and vilify the objects of those comments.

Do we really want to see those riots repeated because a few
rednecks (of any political, racial or religious persuasion) can get
away with it, and the damage such comments cause to
participants, the innocents caught in the middle and those
whose property and livelihoods were damaged?
JimmyD: 27 Mar 2014 11:34:21pm
What bothers me with all this obsession over what people can
and could say, they never stop to ask themselves if they
SHOULD say it.
Gr8Ape: 27 Mar 2014 11:44:51pm
This is all a majority rule thing. No problem if your in the
majority. But there are many different things in a free country.
M.S: 28 Mar 2014 1:11:18am
Wow, its really happening before everyone's eyes.
Commenters who before this were crying out free speech are
now openly making assumptions of peoples skin colour,
government entitlements and questioning peoples identities
based on nothing but their ideological fluff and unabashed
racism. Some have gone further then Andrew Bolt, and I mean
that as well in terms of factual errors. I think its important they
do, but that seems to have changed from before this was as big
as it is now when it was just about free speech. So it seems to
me the wolf-whistle worked.
Should take some of the views expressed here and other
comment boards and send them to my state senators to do
something about this or think differently on the situation.
IB: 28 Mar 2014 1:24:12am
I wish people wouldn't pretend that this is a simple issue. My
gut instinct is that "holocaust denial" should not be illegal. Doing
so sweeps antisemitism under the carpet, and leads to
complacency. I'd rather treat such occasions as opportunities to
teach the younger generations of the horrors of the past, and
that the civilization veneer is very thin indeed. It is not
surprising that lawyers want more laws and litigation. They
thrive on human misery. All too often a better solution is to talk
openly about our failings and stand up against antisemitism,
racism or bigotry of any kind by just speaking out against it.
Keeping the higher moral ground does not require threats of
litigation, which is just another form of violence.
Colmery: 28 Mar 2014 3:06:41am
Bigotry is innately ad hominem. Surely any notion of a right to
free speech is to allow dissidence by way of argument based on
evidence, not ad hominem attacks.
ardy: 28 Mar 2014 7:40:55am
Try telling that to the climate change cabal of 97% 'scientists'...
Graeme Birds Mirror: 28 Mar 2014 10:37:18am
Yes we should spend eternity fighting for the views of the 3%
aligned with the lunatic fringe.
(Of course we will need to do it a lot further away from the
shore in a heavily insulated and air conditioned building.)
You cretins make a good case for compulsory euthanasia if
nothing else.
EVAN: 28 Mar 2014 11:56:07am
"You cretins make a good case for compulsory euthanasia if
nothing else."
Showing your bigot side today Graeme.
Malcolm: 28 Mar 2014 3:17:32pm
So only 3% of "scientists" are right in the matter of climate
change. Your evidence is what? or do you think so just because
these fringe dwellers happen to agree with your rather illinformed view? Sounds to me like the rationale of a Bolt
supporter claiming that their hero was denied free speech when
in fact all that happened was that he was found to have
published incorrect statements that damaged people's
reputations. People by the way who had never attacked him or
done him any harm whatsoever.
And the laughable thing is that if he had had the appropriate
research training (something he never got) he would have found
his error before he published and thus saved himself the
embarrassment. That's another parallel with your 3% of
"scientists" isn't it - a small number of people rather under
qualified to do proper research. No wonder the country's in a
mess with Bolt's coterie running the show.
TheNewBoilerMakerBill: 28 Mar 2014 6:14:36am
"...Holocaust denier Fredrick Toben would never have breached
federal racial vilification law under the Federal Government's
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proposed changes..." And it is an absolute travesty of
democracy and the most basic right of all [free speech] that he
would have breached any legislation for questioning any
historical event! Next it will be an "offence" to question the
dogma on climate change but this is what the left want because
it allows the censoring of anything that "offends or insults"
ANYONE!
PP: 28 Mar 2014 6:39:11am
I find the vigour with which many people on here apply in
regards to their right to be a bigot most amusing. Why should
anyone in a civilised society be allowed the right to be a bigot? I
can only conclude it's because they are not civilised.
Chrism: 28 Mar 2014 11:09:13am
Or it could be that people grew up with the idea they lived in a
free country, where the government didn't get to decide the
opinions and views you were allowed to have or to express.
Maybe they thought they lived in a society where good and bad
ideas were separated by free, widespread, vigorous and
passionate debate. Maybe they thought that ideas and values
evolve and that todays sacred truths are the next generations
laughing stock.
Maybe they think it laughable to be called a bigot or a sexist
when they utter a view out of line with the current narrow
orthodoxy, and maybe they think it important to fight the true
bigots, the ones who believe they and they alone have aright to
dictate how everyone else should think and act.
get real: 28 Mar 2014 7:39:28am
So a bigot is some one with a thought as per English language
dictionaries -no action required. My thought is that this is plain
silly -can we move onto something sensible to discuss? GR
James In Footscray: 28 Mar 2014 8:15:55am
Simon never tries to show how the current law successfully
tackles racism.
Rather he assumes pro-law people are good, and opponents of
the law don't care about racial hatred.
This is just wrong. There are many people who are committed to
fighting racism, and who also believe the law is a
counterproductive way to do it. It has perverse outcomes. It
drives toxic ideas underground, it punishes some expressions of
hate and not others, and it makes someone like Bolt a martyr.
Healthy socieities are open societies, where all opinions are in
the public domain, and where poisonous ideas can be ridiculed
and demolished.
mick: 28 Mar 2014 8:53:44am
about time someone changed the rules a fair go for all
mick: 28 Mar 2014 8:56:29am
arnt we all immigrants from one time or another
mick: 28 Mar 2014 8:58:00am
the country is becoming like pommy land - just look at the
state of that place
The Other John: 28 Mar 2014 10:24:13am
Whilst viewing footage of one of the settlements outside Alice
Springs an elderly woman from my family once asked the very
legitimate question:
"If none of the inhabitants of that township have jobs, what is
stopping them from cleaning up the place? If they feel they have
better things to do, then surely it is their choice - to live in those
conditions?"
I would dearly like to ask the same question of Adam Goodes
when he says that I should "feel ashamed to be Australian when
our own people are living in such conditions". Well Adam, you
are the Australian of the year, how about organising a working
bee for all the inner city, cafe sipping, sandalistas to head out
West to Alice Springs and spend a week helping to clean up
these squalid conditions. Show a bit of leadership instead of
playing the victim card. Show an example to those who choose
to live in such conditions, that they actually have a choice to
improve their own lives. It might also get some of the chatter
classes off their backsides enough to gain a practical
appreciation for what is happening outside their own city limits.
v: 28 Mar 2014 10:25:24am
Zing, "The Australians took possession of the land because they
could."
Really? When was that?
According to my history books it was Cook who took possession
of the continent in the name of the British Crown. In doing so,

Cook contravened specific orders that prohibited such actions on
land already occupied by human beings without first negotiating
their consent. In other words, Cook's siezure of the land was
illegal. He should have negotiated treaties with the peoples of
each nation (and there were over three hundred of them in
Australia) he encountered but instead he just declared the whole
place "terra nullius" and claimed the entire continent.
At the time, of course, there was no such thing as an
"Australian". The name "Australia" was first given to the
continent by Matthew Flinders in his account of the voyage of
The Investigator. So there is no way in which "Australians" could
have been involved in the illegal siezure. There were Arunta and
Pintubi and Darawal and Dargan and Garigal and so on, each
with their own sovereign territories. The sovereign territories of
ingidenous peoples were recognised by British law at the time as
having the same status as the sovereign territory of nationstates.
So, according to the law at the time, the rightful owners of the
lands of Australia were the indigenous nations who occupied
them. This land was never legally acquired from these nations
and therefore still belongs to them.
Luckily, the solution to this problem that we have created for
ourselves is quite simple. All we need to do is to negotiate some
form of treaty in which each nation cedes its land to the
Commonwealth in pertetuity, in return for a defined share of the
national income earned from our use of the land.
Dove: 28 Mar 2014 11:41:08am
Cook's "claiming" of this land had all the legal and practical
substance of a dog urinating on a tree. He was marking
territory. That's all. Every explorer of every country did it. Most
of the time, nothing came from it. It's just a quirk of history that
years later the British were in a position to send people here.
Although they were hardy ideal pioneering stock.
Phillip and most of the early governors made great efforts to
parlay, negotiate and purchase the land. In part because,
certainly naval governors, were good blokes, partly because
they were under orders. This didn't stop disease, however. I
think that the real rampages started with the agricultural
expansion up the river systems (like the Hawkesbury) and the
later pastoral expansion over the mountains. Thousands of
settlers, with no care for orders from the colonial office, far from
government oversight and simply greedy for land, spread out
rapidly from north to south, displacing, dispossesing and
dislocating the original inhabitants who had no answers. There
was no recourse for them with the local magistrates or troopers
and they either found a way to survive, were shunted to the
margins or died.
I have absolutely no prescriptions for redressing what has
happened, I have absolutely no desire to have laws based on
race and I have absolutely no desire to tolerate the iniquities
that our history has left us in the present.
Ian McFadyen: 28 Mar 2014 10:38:16am
What is continually overlooked in this debate is there are
already laws in place to deal with threatening and intimidating
behaviour. Screaming abuse at someone in public can be an
offence under public nuisance or common assault laws. Making
derogatory comments about any individual, whether in regard to
race or religion or otherwise, can be found to be defamation.
The individual accused by Andrew Bolt of "race shopping" by
identifying as aboriginal in order to gain benefits could have
sued him for libel. Why did the applicants in that case choose
the Vilification Act? Because it's easier to win a case under 18c.
Establishing libel requires showing that the victim's reputation
has been serious damaged and that what was said was untrue.
There's no defence of truth in the Racial Vilification act - it
doesn't matter whether the comment was true or not. And the
test of whether it was offensive or not is purely according to the
feelings of the complainant - there's not "reasonable person"
test. This is why it is bad law and must be repealed.
Nabiru: 28 Mar 2014 10:48:54am
The only message readers should take away and worth
repeating>
David Kay: 27 Mar 2014 6:40:20pm
Unfortunately, I doubt that good policy is likely to alleviate the
whiny, infantile resentment of aborigines that some posters here
are demonstrating.
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Felix: 28 Mar 2014 10:49:08am
Brandis's proposed legal changes would make it legal for anyone
to shout abuse at individuals in public places and denigrate
them for their racial backgrounds if they or their descendants
originate from a non-English speaking background. No doubt
Prime Minister Abbott would then also give them a knighthood
dubbing them Sir or Dame Bully for the right of those of British
background to regard themselves as superior.
Todd: 28 Mar 2014 12:45:58pm
Nobody would get recognition for ignorant comments, mate. So
I don't think I will be hearing Sir Felix in a hurry. It is just that
ignorant people will not fall foul of the law and be sued,
destroying the majority of their wealth - and the wealth of their
family, should they have one.
The Owl: 28 Mar 2014 11:32:05am
If I state that the Holocaust "could be" an excuse for
contemporary bad behavior, I will be 'smashed' by many of the
writers on this site.
Why can't I have that opinion?
That is the feeling of many people, who are 'tactfully' silent.
To declare yourself an Anti Semite, is far worse than a remark
about an Australian Aborigine. But then the A/A does not have
the financial influence in the world.
WE almost ignore the fact that 4 Mill' Congolese were
slaughtered and over 1 Mill' Rawandan.
Oh, but they were only the Black hordes!
There has to be equity in recognition, of 'human obscenity'
Jade: 28 Mar 2014 11:50:00am
It is entirely appropriate that we should have unfettered free
speech when it comes to race. In the case of Holocaust denial,
which is a repulsive stance, what is more repulsive is our quest
to silence those who hold this stance because we don't like their
opinion.
And that is what it comes down to - a dislike of their opinion.
Whether well-founded or not, it is EXACTLY the same as certain
other countries banning Twitter to prevent the expression of
negative views towards the government, or banning
"homosexual propaganda". It is banning an opinion.
For many Russians, the open display of public affection between
same-sex couples is likely to cause significant offence, and
possibly insult or humiliate them. Russia's response, according
to Section 18C - is appropriate.
Furthermore, I as a woman am offended, humiliated and
insulted by the tradition of Orthodox Jewish males praying to
God every morning to thank him for not being born a woman. It
is entirely possible that by expressing this view to an Orthodox
or indeed any Jew, that I could be seen to "insult, offend, or
humiliate" a reasonable Jewish individual. Under the current
law, I could be charged. I could also be charged for expressing
my disgust at the behaviour of Orthodox Jewish sects and the
IDF in Israel over the Wailing Wall, and their treatment of
women who seek to pray there.
I could also be in breach of it simply by teaching Turkish
students about the Armenian genocide. Many reasonable Turks
are offended, insulted or humiliated by the suggestion that their
forefathers engaged in a crime against humanity.
Altay: 28 Mar 2014 1:26:46pm
"I could also be in breach of it simply by teaching Turkish
students about the Armenian genocide. Many reasonable Turks
are offended, insulted or humiliated by the suggestion that their
forefathers engaged in a crime against humanity."
You are wrong. It's NOT the truth that offends. It's the lies. Only
an International Criminal Court or a similar Authority can
establish what the truth is regarding this matter. A good
example is Nuremberg trial and its outcome after the end of
WW2. Until such time everyone has a right to offer his or her
opinion - claims and counter-claims. Your story or his story is
not History. Insulted or humiliated!... Never.
Jim: 28 Mar 2014 11:52:33am
When ever a historic event becomes illegal to talk about you can
be sure someone is hiding some big secrets.
Todd: 28 Mar 2014 11:54:11am
I don't see why holocaust denial should be prohibited by law.
It is a bit like those who believe the US didn't put a man on the
moon. Or that the FBI or CIA were behind 911. Or that Elvis is
still alive. Or that Elvis shot JFK for that matter.

Yes, they are crackpot rantings, but we should not ban discourse
on the topic. How about we counter these crazy ideas with the
truth. To me, you only give credence to these crazy thoughts by
trying to make them illegal. It provides these crazies with the
ammunition to claim a "worldwide Jewish conspiracy" or some
other fictitious notion. The danger in these comments lies in the
possibility that people who may be ignorant enough to believe
these ideas. Now, if someone is on the verge of believing such
bollocks, does it not strengthem the denialists argument by
allowing him/her to say "see, they are trying to shut us down
because they know we blowing the lid on their conspiracy."
I prefer open discussion. That way, we can get to those who
may be on the verge of believing these rantings by providing full
and frank evidence of just how it is that we KNOW the denialists
are wrong. To drag the denialists away gives them the
martyrdom that only strenghtens their argument. Why cannot
people see this?
Gagging debate, in my experience, is the realm of those on the
wrong side of said debate.
Jim: 28 Mar 2014 11:56:00am
When ever a historic event becomes illegal to talk about you can
be sure someone is hiding some big secrets. If there were no
lies then why cant historians talk about it without jail.
Jim: 28 Mar 2014 12:03:59pm
In the history of the world no government has ever made an
anti free speech law to protect the truth.
blax5: 28 Mar 2014 12:35:42pm
John Coochey: In Germany insult can be prosecuted as a
criminal offence when the offended applies for prosecution.
There is even something that prohibits a true statement when it
causes offence.
From where I sit, the truth is the only measuring gage. If it's an
unpalatable truth, so be it because spreading lies is unhelpful.
Reinhard: 28 Mar 2014 12:39:41pm
Brandis stood up in our Parliament and told us that - "People do
have a right to be bigots."
A reasonable person should have added, - "People also have a
responsibility to not exercise that right "
Gum Tree: 28 Mar 2014 1:14:36pm
How's this for a radical idea. Someone chooses to deny the
holocaust; let them. Why does anyone neeed someone else to
believe what they believe. I don't believe in the god some of my
Christian friends believe in. Should I be sued?
BushGirl: 28 Mar 2014 1:18:20pm
There is at least one poster here who appears to think that
"possession being 9/10ths of the law" is some fiction. This is
common law, practised throughout the Old World, and alive and
well in England. The Aristos. not only derived their "title" to
large tracts of land through the application of this law, but also
their honorifics, such as Knights & Dames, so that the Serfs and
other "lowlies" would remember where their place was. The law
of possession is still alive, notwithstanding that in most
jurisdictions in Australia it has been formalised.
I just hate the way "ignoramuses" (and there are heaps of them
who contribute to these Comments) display their lack of
knowledge - a bit like bigots, I guess
volkovic: 28 Mar 2014 1:21:14pm
Simon Rice?s lament about Abbott letting BIGOTS free to do
their own is NOT about protecting Aboriginals against abuse. If
he was really worried about the Aboriginals being harmed in any
way, then he would devote his energies to lobby against
INSTITUTIONAL RACISM in Australia. Institutional racism being
about how the police, the correctional system, the employers,
the residential landlords, the universities, the government
departments treat Aboriginals whether they be as clients or
when they apply for a government job.
What the Racial Vilification LAW is all about is to regulate
EMOTIONS, to regulate emotions of DISLIKE by the Australian
nationals against the TOURISTS. Emotions of dislike are
normally expressed by an abusive tone, abusive gesture, or an
abusive phrase which may or may not be racially motivated.
Even if the speech used was racially motivated it is seldom that
such racist outburst was UNPROVOKED. The provocation fact,
the fact that the TOURIST was trying to escalate social conflict
in public space, trying to PROVE by NOT WALKING AWAY that
someone is being racist, is probably a WORSE OFFENCE that the
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racially abusive language taken by itself. Recently, for example,
I have seen an older Aboriginal on the bus abusing a couple of
Asian students for being too loud, and not speaking English on
the bus. I guess under the strict Racial Vilification laws the
police would have to protect the TOURISTS against this
particular Aboriginal.
What this means in practice is that Simon Rice wants the law
and police to protect the RIGHTS of TOURISTS and international
students against the nationals of Australia. Australia is becoming
LESS and LESS a National State where the DUTY of State
officials is to first and foremost protect the Australian nationals,
RIGHT OR WRONG, when in conflict with the foreigners whether
they be in Australia or Overseas. In Russia for example, which is
much more of a NATIONAL STATE than Australia, it would seem
inconceivable that the Russian police would arrest a Russian
national on the basis of abusive, racially motivated speech,
against the Americans, Africans, Germans or against the
Muslims. At least, I have never seen in Russian media, in
PRAVDA, such a hysterical uproar against the local bigots as you
see now in Australia.
Tom: 28 Mar 2014 1:21:17pm
If you believe in freedom of speech, you believe in freedom of
speech for views you don't like. Goebbels was in favor of
freedom of speech for views he liked. So was Stalin. If you're in
favor of freedom of speech, that means you're in favor of
freedom of speech precisely for views you despise. It's a poor
service to the victims of the holocaust to adopt one of the
central doctrines of their murderers. - Noam Chomsky
Kate Parrick: 28 Mar 2014 2:25:57pm
I am an academic at Melbourne Metro University. It is absolute
nonsense and factually incorrect to say there is a plethora of
'special' funding for First Australian applicants. There are half a
dozen small scholarships (c $400-$2000 pa) far fewer than for
mainstream/general applicants. Yes ATSI applicants are eligible
for those too but they are grossly underrepresented in success.
ATSI students do not get their fees paid. This is nonsense. This
narrative of 'special treatment' is very common and without any
basis. In the Remote communities the idea that there have been
magic education/employment options declined is utter rot.
Doing what? Citation needed, people. I wish we had the means
to creative massive incentives to draw First Australians to higher
education. I wish those who do enrol ( an infinitesimal number)

would see themselves and their communities reflected in the
curriculum. I wish Indigenous Studies was core to our
curriculum, being a foundational and formative aspect of the
history and culture of this nation. Maybe that way we might
start to foster dialogue and reasoned discussion instead of the
endless hatred and fictional bile that so many proffer on fora like
this. WhenI was a young primary teacher, teaching a unit in
Inner city Melb on Sorry Day, to a grade 3 class, I was
devastated when the next morning, the father of twin girls in my
class walked in, grabbed them both, and snarled at me 'that's
the last time you fill their heads with your crap, you n*****
loving bitch.' Took me a long while to understand, much less
recover. I was in shock for a while. I totally didn't know people
taught hatred to their kids. 30 years later, I'm still shocked, but
those kids grow up and post on comments too. When my Mum
was making her will, she became so angry with me when I
pointed out that, six generations ago, my Great x 2 Grandfather,
was granted land he did not pay for. By a government that
simply deemed it theirs. We don't like knowing that that's how it
started for those of us descended from early settlers. We like to
pretend it is irrelevant. But the potato famine in Ireland and the
clearances in Scotland and a million other oppressions, we still
still claim as cultural identity. Just not our own treachery, theft
and dispossession of the owners of this nation. Funny, that.
TC: 28 Mar 2014 3:36:18pm
If this guy wants to argue there was no holocaust, let
him. if he has no valid ideas/facts then noone will listen
to him or he will be proven wrong. It is concerning when
some people get to decide what can be discussed and
what can't. In medieval times the whole of Europe went
backwards when the powers that be declared questioning
and reason was off-limits. Be careful what you wish for.
Comments for this story are closed.

*http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-03-27/rice-rightsfor-holocaust-deniers/5349040

*

Also of interest:
*https://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/08/03/thekhazarian-cult-is-attacking-richard-wagner-forillegitimate-reason/
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I Know Who the “Senior Official” Is Who Wrote the NY
Times Op-Ed
September 6, 2018
Dear Readers: Your website needs your support. It
cannot exist without it. When you read my column below,
you will read what you cannot find anywhere else–a
clear, concise, correct explanation of who the author is of
the New York Times op-ed falsely attributed to a “senior
Trump official.”

>>I know who wrote the anonymous “senior
Trump official” op-ed in the New York Times.
The New York Times wrote it.<<

The op-ed
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/50194.htm)
is
an
obvious forgery. As a former senior official in a presidential
administration, I can state with certainty that no senior official
would express disagreement anonymously. Anonymous dissent
has no credibility. Moreover, the dishonor of it undermines the
character of the writer. A real dissenter would use his reputation
and the status of his high position to lend weight to his dissent.
The New York Times’ claim to have vetted the writer also lacks
credibility, as the New York Times has consistently printed
extreme accusations against Trump and against Vladimir Putin

without supplying a bit of evidence. The New York Times has
consistently misrepresented unsubstantiated allegations as
proven fact. There is no reason whatsoever to believe the New
York Times about anything.
Consider also whether a member of a conspiracy working
“diligently” inside the administration with “many of the senior
officials” to “preserve our democratic institutions while
thwarting” Trump’s “worst inclinations” would thwart his and his
fellow co-conspirators’ plot by revealing it!
This forgery is an attempt to break up the Trump administration
by creating suspicion throughout the senior level. If Trump falls
for the New York Times’ deception, a house cleaning is likely to
take place wherever suspicion falls. A government full of mutual
suspicion cannot function.
The fake op-ed serves to validate from within the Trump
administration the false reporting by the New York Times that
serves the interests of the military/security complex to hold on
to enemies with whom Trump prefers to make peace. For
example, the alleged “senior official” misrepresents, as does the
New York Times, President Trump’s efforts to reduce dangerous
tensions with North Korea and Russia as President Trump’s
“preference for autocrats and dictators, such as President
Vladimir Putin of Russia and North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un”
over America’s “allied, like-minded nations.” This is the same
non-sequitur that the New York Times has expressed endlessly.
Why is resolving dangerous tensions a “preference for dictators”
and not a preference for peace? The New York Times has never
explained, and neither does the “senior official.”
How is it that Putin, elected three times by majorities that no US
president has ever received, is a dictator? Putin stepped down
after serving the permitted two consecutive terms and was
again elected after being out of office for a term. Do dictators
step down and sit out for 6 years?
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The “senior official” also endorses as proven fact the alleged
Skripal poisoning by a “deadly Russian nerve agent,” an event
for which not one scrap of evidence exists. Neither has anyone
explained why the “deadly nerve agent” wasn’t deadly. The
entire Skripal event rests only on assertions. The purpose of the
Skripal hoax was precisely what President Trump said it was: to
box him into further confrontation with Russia and prevent a
reduction in tensions.
If the “senior official” is really so uninformed as to believe that
Putin is a dictator who attacked the Skripals with a deadly nerve
agent and elected Trump president, the “senior official” is too
dangerously ignorant and gullible to be a senior official in any
administration. These are the New York Times’ beliefs or
professed beliefs as the New York Times does everything the
organization can do to protect the military/security complex’s
budget from any reduction in the “enemy threat.”
Do you remember when Condoleezza Rice prepared the way for
the US illegal invasion of Iraq with her imagery of “a mushroom
cloud going up over an American city”? Iraq had no nuclear
weapons, and everyone in the government knew it. There was
no prospect of such an event. However, there is a very real
prospect of mushroom clouds going up over many American and
European cities if the crazed Russiaphobia of the New York
Times and the other presstitutes along with the Democratic
Party and the security elements of the deep state continue to
pile lie after lie, provocation after provocation on Russia’s
patience. At some point, the only logical conclusion that the
Russian government can reach is that Washington is preparing
Americans and Europeans for an attack on Russia. Propaganda
vilifying and demonizing the enemy precedes military attacks.
The New York Times’ other attack on President Trump—that he
is unstable and unfit for office—is reproduced in the fake op-ed:
“Given the instability many witnessed, there were early whispers
within the cabinet of invoking the 25th Amendment, which
would start a complex process for removing the president,”
writes the invented and non-existent “senior official.”
Americans are an insouciant people. But are any so insouciant
that they really think that a senior official would write that the

members of President Trump’s cabinet have considered
removing him from office? What is this statement other than a
deliberate effort to produce a constitutional crisis—the precise
aim of John Brennan, James Comey, Rod Rosenstein, the DNC,
and the New York Times. A constitutional crisis is what the hoax
of Russiagate is all about.
The level of mendacity and evil in this plot against Trump is
unequaled in history. Have any of these conspirators given a
moment’s thought to the consequences of removing a president
for his unwillingness to worsen the dangerously high tensions
between nuclear powers? The next president would have to
adopt a Russophobic stance and do nothing to reduce the
tensions that can break out in nuclear war or himself be accused
of “coddling the Russian dictator and putting America at risk.”
The reason that America is at risk is that the CIA and the
presstitute media have put America—and Europe—at risk by
frustrating President Trump’s intention to reduce the dangerous
level of tensions between the two major nuclear powers.
Professor Steven Cohen, America’s premier Russian expert, says
that never during the Cold War were tensions as high as they
are at this present time. As a former member of The Committee
on the Present Danger, I myself am a former Cold Warrior, and I
know for a fact that Professor Cohen is correct.
In America today, and in Europe, people are living in a situation
in which the liberal-progressive-left’s blind hatred of Donald
Trump, together with the self-interested power and profit of the
military security complex and election hopes of the Democratic
Party, are recklessly and irresponsibly risking nuclear
Armageddon for no other reason than to act out their hate and
further their own nest.
This plot against Trump is dangerous to life on earth and
demands that the governments and peoples of the world act
now to expose this plot and to bring it to an end before it kills us
all.
*https://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2018/09/06/iknow-who-the-senior-official-is-who-wrote-the-ny-timesop-ed/
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